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Payin' for the land down under
Marine operators
making splash about
"submerged land" fees
By Alldy Newman

A new Maine law says that owners of marinas, in Portland waterfront property values average $700,000
boatyards and floating restaurants win have to pay up to an acre and many pier and wharf owners are facing
23 times the amount they currently pay to '1ease" the dramatic increases. Investors interested in building a
statEXIwned "submerged land" their businesses float marina or expanding one may shy away from Portland,
over. Under the new law, fees depend on the value of where the prospective development faces much higher
property adjacent to docks and other structures.
fees than elsewhere in the state.
In Phippsburg, waterfront property values average
Struggling along in a stormy economy and seeing
$60,000 an acre and the new fee structure could give pier competitors up and down the coast steering clear of
and wharf owners there a break on the amount they sharp increases, some Portland pier and wharf owners
presentlypay,encouragingwaterfront development. But are about ready to jump ship.
Continued on page 6

A stock car on the back stretch of Beech Ridge Motor Speedway.

A run for the money
Deep, disturbing fun at Beech Ridge Motor Speedway
By W.D. Cutlip

Every Saturday at about 4:30 p.m., the man at the
pit ramp waves a dozen cars out of the pits and onto
the Beech Ridge Motor Speedway for some hot laps.
They pull out with a popping, snarling roar and
immediately begin to lurch threateningly from side to
side as they make their way around the track.
This maneuver is designed to warm up the tires for
maximum traction and optimum handling, but it gives
the newcomer the impression that a herd of satanic
cattle has just been let loose on the track and is now

looking to bust out and get somebody.
In two or three laps the engines warm up and the
tires feel right and suddenly all twelve cars accelerate
in a single rattling explosion.
Unless you're familiar with this kind of auditory
violence, you may be a teensy bit nervous, even afraid.
The sound of 12 such behemoths in widEXIpen mechanical rut produces subsonic vibrations that your
body fears, however brave your head may be.
The desire to run from this noise is natural - even
commendable. Where in your primal, prehistOrical
racial memory have you ever heard such a noise? In

the lion's den; at the volcano's edge. Run.
But no one runs screaming from the 'Speedway.
Five thousand people sit serenely in the grandstand,
eating popcorn and drinking sodas.
You might wonder, then and there, what's wrong
with these people? Why aren't they running? What the
hell are they all doing here?
Having fun, that's what they're doing here; having
the deepest, most disturbing, most unnerving and
complete kind of fun a person can have.
That is, next to driving a stock car in a race. Now
there's some real deep, disturbing fun.
Continued on P'lge 8
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FOLK ART OF INDIA

Maine Youth
Center report calls
for stricter
security

You might know Richard Parks Gallery for it's
quality contemporary home and office furniture,
but take a second look at our art. Now is a good
time to come in and view our new show.

Showing August 17 - September 7
Our Portland location is pleased to feature the
work of the village women from ancient Mithali
in Eastern India. Carrying on a 3,000 year old
tradition unique to these women, they create
sacred colorful icons drawn from India's rich
Hindu mythology. Come in and enjoy the exhibit
and see what the gallery has to offer.
Mon.Thurs 10am.5:30pm, Fri until 7pm, Sat lOam.5pm
major credit cards • in·store financing • free parking

PORTLAND
BANGOR
ELLSWORIH
288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street
942~0
667·3615
774·1322

RICHARD . PARK~ , GALLERY

Enlarge. your summer
memones!
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"And don't forget ... ((The Big Deal"
Free 2nd Set of Prints and Free Film
EVERY DAY OF mE WEEK wilen your film is developed...

exclusively at BPS Photo Express l

HURRY! Enlargement
offer ends Aug. 31st!
30 City Center, Portlnnd • 772-7296
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US Route 1, Scarborough • 883-7363

All Aboard for a
Charter, Cruise, or Day Trip
on Maine's Finest Fleet

A review of the top news stories affecting
Creater Portland: August 14 through 21, 1990.

It was a week of barriers.
A task force
recommended building a
fence to keep In Juveniles
at the Maine Youth Center
In South Portland, two
AIDS groups attacked
what they claimed were
barriers to care for people
with AIDS, Cov. John
McKernan told
Democratk gubernatorial
opponent Congressman
Joseph Brennan to "get
off the fence" and come
out for or against the
widening of the Maine
Turnpike, and a city
council that said It would
build a park Is now on the
fence because of the
sagging economy.

that "Joe Brennan seems
paralyzed" when he "announces that he's going to
announce his position."
Lyford attributes this paralysis
to Brennan "trying not to
offend" either the environmental groups that oppose the
widening or the business and
tourism interests that favor the
widening.
The decision whether to
grant pennits to the Maine
Turnpike Authority for
widening the turnpike from
Wells to Scarborough now
rests with the Board of Environmental Protection. A final
decision by the BEP is expected in October.

Couple found
guilty of running
prostitution ring

fights patient
dumping

Joseph Sabatino, Jr. and
Diane Sabatino were found
guil ty of running a prostitution operation in Portland by a
federal jury on Aug. 17. The
jury ruled that while the
Sabatinos ran Classic Escort
Service and Massage on Forest
Avenue in Portland during
1988 and 1989, their employees engaged in sex with
clients. Fonner employees
who testified against the
Sabatinos said that they had
travelled as far as
Massachusets and New
Hampshire to be paid for sex.
Joseph Sabatino faces up to
55 years in prison and $2.8
million in fines. Diane
Sabatino faces up to five years
in prison and $250,000 in fines.
A federal judge ruled that
neither of the Sabatinos could
be released on bail until their
sentencing, which will occur
at the end of October.

Jock to Joe: "Get
off the fence"
about turnpike

* PALAWAN

DAYSAILS
from the Custom llouse
Wharf In Portland

773-2163
For more information
about putting your ad here
call Maureen Magee at

Casco~
VWEEKL:.

775-6601

""..... O'HoI'""uI'

'Ilm, _ oh,
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* 6 Trips Daily * $5 ofT,,&lidany Adult fare
whit.

Maiae Dri'len

Ue~

Wharf· Portland. 207-774-3578

Maine Governor John
McKernan reiterated his
challenge at an Aug. 16 press
conference for Democratic
opponent Congressman
Joseph Brennan to "get off the
fence" and take a stand on the
issue of widening the Maine
Turnpike. "Unfortunately for
Joe, there does come a time
when you actually have to say
where you stand," said
McKernan.
Brennan last released a
statement about the turnpike
on July 27, in which he weighs
both sides of the issue but
doesn't corne out on either
side of the road.
McKernan campaign
manager Willis Lyford said

AIDS group forms,

A local task force tha t will
help people with AIDS
(PW As) obtain medical and
social services announced its
formation on Aug. 14. Toby
Simon, a member of the newly
fonned Task Force on Human
Rights, said in a prepared
statement that the task force's
mission would be to attack
"the problem of patient
dumping by physicians who
refuse to treat PW As with
Medicaid." Simon also said
the group will work toward
getting more physicians in
outlying communities to treat
AIDS patients rather than
referring patients to "AIDS
specialists" in urban areas.
General practitioners referring
AlDS patients to specialists
instead of treating the patients
themselves has led to a
handful of Portland doctors
becoming overburdened and
needing to "dump" patients,
Simon and others in the task
force said. Task force members
plan to work toward improving treatment for PWAs at the
Maine Medical Center (MMC).
Dr. Robert S. Hillman, Chief
of the Department of Medicine
at MMC, said that none of the
130 doctors who report to him
"have sat me down and
refused an AIDS patient."
Hillman did say that there are
only five infectious disease
specialists in Portland who
have "a limited capacity to
cope" with the present demand for AIDS treatment. He
said that the issue of AIDS
specialists being
overburdened is not so much
a result of other doctors
refusing to provide care as of
"an issue generic to all medicine: Do you go to a Specialist
or do you go to a general
practitioner who covers all of
the waterfront?"

In a report released on Aug.
16, a task force explored
problems at the Maine Youth
Center and offered recommendations for improving security
and rehabilitative services at
the facility. Located in South
Portland, the center has been a
source of community dissension for the past several years
primarily because of the
perceived danger of itinerant
youth. Since the beginning of
1990, there have been at least
212 escapes, 30 of which police
have linked with local crime.
Among other recommendations, the report proposed
building a fence around the
facility, replacing the staff
members currently doing duty
as guards with a separate
security force, and reducing
escapes by enhancing treatment programs. According to
A.L. Carlisle, Panel Chair and
Associate Corrections Commissioner at the Department
of Corrections, the total cost of
the recommendations would
be "very, very expensive.
We'd be lucky if we could do
a security fence - 6,000-7,000
feet of small mesh - for a
minimum of $1.5 million." The
cost of implementing the other
recommendations, said
Carlisle, could easily run as
high as $10 million. Funding
the changes could be posed to
voters in the fonn of a bond
issue.
As for the threat to the
general public, Carlisle
pointed out that as of Aug. 20,
the center's population was
245, of whom only 13 were at
large.
"(Carlisle) always plays it
down," said task force member and Portland Deputy
Police Chief Steven Roberts.
"Five percent is still 10 kids ...
and some of those are ...
SOCiopaths preying on the
community."

Some people think there's not much to do late at night.
They haven't been to L.L. Bean.
10 p.m. Valerie Marshall, 30,
works in L.L. Bean's Men's
Deparbnent.

"J think we stay open a/l day and
a/l night because, as LL used
to say, '}6u never know when
someone is going to need you: .. 1
remember late one evening last
year
this older, very refined. digniI
fied gentleman came in-I think he
/L'as Austrian. This was his first time in the store, and we
went from mens to lL'Omens, then to home and camp It
took nearly all night, but he got everything he needed.
Folks tell me that walking through the door here at, so;:
10 or lJ at night is an experience in itself. I know what
they mean-but its probably more a feeling than anything you could put into words. .. .,
2 a. m. Assistant Manager
John Chaney, 53, has been
with Bean's for 17 years.
"I've had people ask me who
on earth would shop here at
2 in the morning, and I just
look at them and grin. .. Back
when I st0l1ed working here,
there were only three clerks
on. and if it was real quiet, we played cnbbage. Hunters
used to come in on their way up to camp then. Were bigger nou;, but theres still a small feeling about the place. In
fact, /L-eL>e had the same crew on for four years now. Nowadays, some people come in just for the company, and!
serve a lot of coffee... One of my favorite stories is the night

Group seeks
improvements for
City Hall
Auditorium
Portland CARES (Citizens
for Auditorium Restoration)
fonned recently to help raise
money for restoring the aging
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Bad acoustical vibes,
lousy seats and Ii ttle room
baCkstage to rehearse and
change are among the complaints voiced by groups and
performers who use the
auditorium and by people
who have attended performances and graduation
ceremonies there.
Estimates peg the renovation of the auditorium at $6
million. The late Paul E.
Merrill donated $1 million
toward restoring the auditorium. Portland CARES hopes
to raise another $2 million in
private funds. The group is
looking for public money for
Continued On page 4

J came out into the lobby, and there was a perfect set of
wet foot tracks heading right out the front door. J don't
know, I guess somebody took a swim in the trout pond!"
6 a. m. Olga Bishop, 55, works
in L.L. Bean's footwear
deparbnent.
''My grandfather was a shoemaker, and I've spent my whole
life around shoes. I stitched
~ shoes and luggage before I came
to work in this department. I
know shoes, and I never recommend a shoe I'm not sure offers
exactly what the customer is
looking for. Sometimes that can take a while. People will
try on shoe after shoe, but I don't mind. I'm glad theres
plenty of time to get it right. In fact, that one of the best
things about working this hour. .. }6u see, it may seem
peaceful here at night, but YOUQ be surprised. Theres
always something interesting going on."

s

Some people like to visit LL Bean during the day, and
some like the experience they have
here late at night.
So we're here 24
hours every day,
Our store offers durable.
ready to answer
practical products and knowledgeable.
your questions
friend I.. service for people who
love the outdoors. We're open
and help you make
24 hours. ever\' dav.
the most of your
time outdoors.

LL.Bead
Roule I. Heeport. Mame

VIDEO BLOWOUT SALE
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AUGUST 23 - AUGUST 29

VI~~~S $9. 98
• New Releases. Foreign Films. Comedies •
• Classics • Horrors • Kids' •

bool{land
This sale will only be at the follOwing locations:
Bookland South Portland
Bookland Northgate
Mall Plaza
North Gat. Shopping Center
S. Portland, Maine
Portland, Maine
773-4238
797.9274

BooJdand N<>rth Gate w.u continue Ie s<!r.... your rental
needs with their newly
video
.

Long lasting, tropical

ORCHIDS

$15

5 stems 3ttrll-eti17ely
wr3pped 3nd deli17end to
Portfand 3nd mstbrook.
C3sh or endit ell-rd.

~

HARMON'~~BARTON'S

584 Congress Street
Portland

774·5946

~ 117 Brown Street
Westbrook

854.2518

All major credit cards accepted on phone orders.
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8ARDING~ BOOK ~aO~
Colltillued from ptlge 3

the remaining $3 million and
is lobbying the Portland City
Council to send a bond issue
referendum question to
Portland voters on the upcoming Nov. 6 ballot. An Aug. 20
public hearing drew 150
citizens who spoke for and
against the $3 million bond
issue. The council will vote on
whether to send the question
to the voters on Aug. 27.
The present auditorium
was built after a fire burned
the previous City Hall to the
ground in 1908.

,

538 C.ongre" Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Pr i nts
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single items or large collectIons wan ted

BROWSERS ALWAYS WELCOME
1 0 am to 5 :30 pm Mon . -Sat.
AntlQuoriOn Booluelen Assocohon of Americo

1-800-228-1398
761 -2150

Which restaurant
in the Old Port
will serve you a
first~rate dinner
in the peaceful
seclusion of a
garden patio?

Planned park may
remain parking lot

Handcrafted for us in Vermont with solid hardwood aspen slats, combined
with our 30-tuft pure cotton futon mattress and scotchguarded cover,
this futon package is a terrific value! Also available in queen and
twin sizes, all in stock.

We sell no wood products from rain forests.
Workmanship guaranteed.
We carry New England's largest in-stock selection of frames,
futons and covers. Futons priced from $89 to $189.
Futons made specially for us by ~d

FUTON FURNISIDNGS

f3oi5/)

,....""" ...' ~m"
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JOSEPH'S
Saturday, August 25 is the last day
of our

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
Selected Men's and Women's
clothing, shoes and accessories

We don't
know
where to
put his
Jersey-

50-700/0 off
410 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04101

Men's Store: 773-1274

Women 's Store: 773-4454
10 am - 5:30 pm, Thurs. til 7:00

Gary Bowden has
been Operations Manager
at WGAN Radio for two and a half
years. In that time, he has helped
change the way Portlanders look at
AM Radio by bringing News/Talk to
WGAN's long-standing audience.
Gary is leaving WGAN to pursue a
brand new career. We wish him well
in his new job, but don't worry...we'll
continue to bring the latest news from
the award-winning WGAN Radio
News Team, and keep the best talk
going!
All of us at WGAN wish you the best,
Gary. Thank you for a great two and a
half years.

lOI1'/r1!' ~ I
Portland's NewsfTalk Station

::,,:

An Old Port parking lot
was the site of a ceremony last
spring for visitors from
Portland's Sister City
Shinagawa in honor of the
proposed Japanese-style Post
Office Park. The lot is bordered by Exchange, Middle
and Market streets and
currently contains 35 metered
parking spaces_
The Portland City Council
is deciding whether to spend
$265,000 of the capital improvements budget to finish
the proposed project, which
includes a dry waterfall, a rock
garden representing the
islands of Casco Bay and an
open space for performances.
The Ci ty of Portland
purchased the lot in 1985 at
the urging of a citizens' group
called Friends of the Park. The
city wanted a building at the
location to collect taxes on it.
The city asked Friends of the
Park to demonstrate public
support for the park and
challenged them to raise
$100,000. Friends of the Park
raised $115,000 from private
interests and the City Council
agreed to building the park
within four years. But with
merchants and residents
complaining about the lack of
accessible and affordable
parking and a tight city
budget, the present City
Council is having second
thoughts about public financing of the project. The present
council is not legally bound by
the decisions of previous
councils.
The City Council meeting
heard public comment on the
park on Aug. 20. Tony Payne,
a founding member of Friends
of the Park, remarked that the
park was originally proposed
to prevent building construction on the lot and preserve
views of the newly renovated
historic landmarks in the area.
"We had a deal," he said. '1t's
time to get this done." Payne
fears that further delays will
increase the cost of the proposed park.
A newly formed group of
Old Port residents is spearheading a petition drive to
keep the lot a parking lot and
also to increase resident
parking in the Old Port.
Sidney Tripp, a member of the
coalition who has lived in the
Old Port since 1983, believes
the proposed $400,000 for Post

646·8785
Route 1. Well.

538 Congress St.

Pavement outside MaIne Med following ACT-UP/Maine's "die-In."
None of them.

At noon on Aug. 20, more than two dozen AIDS activists
representing the Maine chapter of the AIDS Coalition to
Unleash Power (ACT-UP) staged a protest outside the Maine
Medical Center. Canylng signs that read "106 deaths from
AIDS In Vacationland" and "Sllence,.Death," the group chanted
"Shamel" repeatedly while pointing toward Maine Med.
Alleging that Maine Med Is guilty of patient dumping and that
services provided by the Maine Med Outpatient Clinic are
Inadequate, they demanded that Maine Med open a resource
center specifically for AIDS patients by Jan. 1, 1991.The event
ended with a "die-In." Protestors lay down on the pavement
while othen drew chalk lines around them In a homlcldecrime-scene fashion. Then proteston stood up and wrote
names Inside the drawings of people who have died of AIDS,
squirted and smeared the drawings with fake blood and
scattered black flowers on the Images.

Corne to our neighborhood.

Till':

't.~"...~WEQT

CJIDE
R U,L\ L R ~ ~ 'I

Also servi ng Breakfast,
Lunch and Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street 773-8223

Protesters act up.
Office Park would be better
spent renovating Franklin
Park and maintaining the
other parks in the Old Port,
including Tommy's Park
across the street from the
proposed Post Office Park.
The City Council will
decide on the capital improvements budget and the fate of
Post Office Park Monday,
Aug. 27.

Duo catch 6-foot
fish with bare
hands
On Aug. 17, two Portland
Fish Exchange workers caught
a rare, blue-fin tuna that was
over six feet long with their
bare hands. But they risked
being reeled in by the law
when they sold the fish
without commercial fishing
permits.
One of the Fish Exchange
workers, Richard Flaherty,
said it was around 12:30 p .m .
at a Fish Exchange employee
picnic at Winslow Memorial
Park in Freeport when some
two to three dozen bathers
were scared out of the ocean
when they saw a fin circling in
the shallows. Flaherty and
fellow worker Paul Na varro
decided the fish wasn't a
shark and waded into the
water for a closer look. That's
when Flaherty said that he
"saw this tuna sticking his
head out of the water."
Although the fish had apparently been injured by a boat or
on rocks in the shallow water,
Flaherty said that it still "put

up quite a struggle" when he
and Navarro wrestled it to
shore. Flaherty said that they
sold the fish, which weighed
over 200 pounds, for $475.
"] could have thrown them
in jail for the sale of fish
commercially without a
license," said Sergeant David
T. Maulden of the Maine
Department of Marine Resources. But Maulden said he
was convinced the Fish
Exchange workers "had no
idea" about permits required
for selling fish commercially
and let them off. The two men
were allowed to purchase two
permits, costing $10 each, after
they sold the fish.

Portlander builds
biggest sno-cone
On Aug. 17, approximately
200 friends and curiosityseekers gathered on Bedford
Street to watch Keith
Wasmund build a sno-cone
that was 12 feet high and four
feet in diameter. The 26-yearold Portlander is hoping to
earn a spot in the Guinness
Book of World Records.
Wasmund, owner of the
Wasy's Sno-Cones pushcarts
in Portland and Freeport,
called the stunt "a gimmick."
After Wasmund squirted
nearly two tons of shaved ice
with strawberry, green apple,
pina colada and blue raspberry flavors, a surveyor
measured the cone while a
notary public looked on. (The
Book of World Records
requires that officials sign

affidavits after an event.)
Wasmund is hoping the feat
will entice the Guinness folks
to create a "Biggest Sno-Cone"
category in the book. Guinness
presently documents gargantuan Popsides and ice cream
sundaes.
The sno-cone rested in a
cone constructed from wood,
chicken wire and wallpaper.
Spectators were encouraged to
eat the sno-cone but barely put
a dent in it, Wasmund said .
Reached three days after the
event, he reported that the
cone had not yet completely
melted. Word from Guinness
on whether Wasmund will
make the record book is
expected within two months,
he said.

Oooops
Ellen Gurlitz, bassist for the
Snake Alley Bluegrass Band,
was incorrectly listed in the
Aug. 9 Calender as "Ellen
Meisner."
Morgan Shepherd's review
of "Judevine" in the Aug. 16
issue of CBW was incorrectly
attributed to W.D. Cutlip.
lllustrations on pages 12-13
for the Aug. 16 "The News
You Didn't Hear" article were
not identified as being the
work of Toki Oshima_

Reported by AlIlI Sitomer,
E/le1I Uburt artd Artdy Newmall

Photos(fonee Harbert

WEIRD NEWS:
trHold That Chisel
Steady ... A statue of Polish
hero Marshal Jozef Pilsudski,
sculpted in Yugoslavia half a
century ago, was recently
shipped to the Polish city of
Katowice to be put on display.
Officials there discovered that
the statue, which was supposed to depict Pilsudski on
his legendary chestnut mare,
shows him mounted on what
is unmistakably a stallion. The
officials are agonizing over
whether to alter the statue in
the interests of historical
accuracy.
trPhiiadelphia's prisons
have begun giving inmates
only decaffeinated coffee in an
effort to make them "less
jumpy," according to William
Hightower, the prison
system's food service director.
trJulia E. Arden, a 28-yearold New York City woman
stayin'g at the Stratton, Vt.
Mountain Inn, called police to
report that someone had
stolen three bags of marijuana
from her room. According to
Deputy Sheriff Raymond
Wilson, Arden volunteered
that "if she wanted to smoke
pot, she would," and that "in
New York they wouldn't
make such a big deal over a
little marijuana." After a
housekeeper admitted taking
the marijuana, police arrested
Arden, but Windham District
Court Judge Robert Grussing
1lI dismissed the charge_
Ro/artd Sweet/A/lerNa
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"We've got to start
meeting like this... "
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AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY

Thursday is
LADIFS NIGHT

...

Tex-Mex Happy Hour 5-7pm
Discounted Drinks for Ladies all Night

-

...
in Air-conditioned Comfort
DJ, 7:30 to Midnight
...
...
the Corner of Milk & Market Streets
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No Cover Charge. Appropriate Dress only
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FOR A ROOKIE COP,
THERE'S ONE THING MORE
DANGEROUS THAN
UNCOVERING AKILLER'S
FANTASY. BECOMING IT.
Jamie Lee Curtis (A Fish Called
Wanda) stars in this tightly strung,
psychological action thriller about
a female cop trapped in a steel web
of romance, revenge and murder,
Ron Silver (Enemies: A Love Slory)
co-stars as a smooth-talking
commodities broker by day ... and a
crazed madman by night.

NEW ACTION HIT RELEASE

.~
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BLUE STEEL e1969 Melro-GoIdwyn-Mayer Pictures, Inc.
All Rights Reserved. $89.98

NOW AVAILABLE

You've Never Seen A Video Superstore
Like this!

4 RENTALS FOR JUST $9.95
(Now Thru Labor Day)
Largest Selection in Area
3 Evening Rentals for Just $3.00
Free lifetime Membership

wlmajor Cl<dil CMd

24-Hour Tape Return Box

1041 Brighton Avenue, Portland
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"They had a pretty good deal for a long time, didn't they?"
Freeport state Rep. Jim Mitchell said of pier and wharf owners in
Maine_ The owners are now facing stiff increases in the fees they pay
to the state to use state-Qwned submerged land their structures float
over. And the fact that those owners didn't have to pay a cent for
using the land until 1975 makes those increases even harder to face_
Maine declared in the 17th century that it owned the underwater
land stretching from the water line at low tide to three miles offshore. The state claimed land not only on the ocean floor but also on
the floors of major rivers and on lakes larger than 10 acres. People
were allowed to build docks and other structures above that property free of charge_
Bu t it was free sailing only until 1975, when builders were asked
to pay the state a yearly fee that depended on the square footage and
purpose of the structure. Docks and other structures used for
commercial fishing were given the biggest break when the state
started charging - they had to pay only one cent per square foot a
year. Charged two cents per square foot were non-fishing facilities
that were "functionally dependent on waterfront location," including
piers and docks, private boat ramps, ferry terminals, marinas and
boat repair facilities. Hit the hardest with a four-cent-per-squarefoot charge were waterfront uses that by definition don't need to be
taking up space on the water and could be doing business on land_
Such uses include residences (like condos), businesses on piers and
floating restaurants, Non-profit and publicly owned structures
were not charged anything.
The only people charged fees were those who built such structures
after the law became effective in 1975. Anyone whose structure was
built before 1975 was given an easement for 30 years and won't have
to pay until 2005. Even with so many people grand fathered for so
long. new businesses hit with the fee in 1975 didn't make waves at
first. 'The rate structure was minimal and relatively non-impactive," explained Joe McCarty, a member of the Maine Marine Trades
Association and owner of Robinhood Marine Center in Robinhood.
McCarty would prefer not to pay the more than $4,000 he now pays
the state on the portion of his marina built since '75, although he said
the amount was low enough that he could still compete with marina
owners excused from the fees.
But McCarty said the new fee structure that becomes effective on
Oct. 1 is "inequitable and fairly loony." McCarty and 138 other
owners of piers, docks and floats will now have to pay a fee that
depends not only on the type of work they do in and over the water,
but also on the value of property adjacent to the marine structure.
People will no longer simply pay a certain amount per foot. Instead,
the state will figure the assessed value per square foot of inland
property adjacent to the structure, then make the marine businesses
pay a percentage of the assessed land. Marine-rela ted structures will
have to pay one percent of the per square foot value of the adjacent
property on land; other marine-related businesses will have to pay
two percent; and condos, restaurants and other enterprises that
don't by nature have to be on the water will pay 10 percent.
The new fee structure will result in 35 of the 139 fee payers giving
the same orless to the state, thanks to very cheap adjacent land. But
the 104 other people who live in areas like Portland that have
comparably higher land values will pay more, Some face increases
of up to 23 times the fees they currently pay. (The state will raise the
fee incrementally over the next 10 years to soften the blow.)
According to Matthew Bley of Maine's Bureau of Public Lands,
the submerged land had been "grossly undervalued" and the new
structure brings the element of "fair market value" into the fee
scheme. Now, said Bley, the state will "get a fair return for the
private use of public land."
But McCarty said the program is not fair at all. He said assessing
fees relative to adjacent property is a "cockamamie idea."
The idea certainly isn't being applauded at DiMillo's Floating
Restaurant or DiMillo's Marina in Portland. The restaurant's fee will
go from $3,900 to $19,000. And at DiMillo's Marina, the present fee
of $5,500 will climb to $31,000. The marina has 130 slips and it costs
an average of $2,100 for boaters to rent a slip for a year, according
to Bill Scherr, who manages the marina. He said DiMillo's will have
to pass their increased fee along to boaters and that it will be
reflected in an increase of up to $240 per slip_The increase could
keep some potential Portland visitors at bay.
"It seems unfair to the marine operator in Portland," said McCarty.
Since property values and thus submerged land fees are now
considerably higher in Portland than in many other coastal areas in
the state, McCarty predicts that Portland may lose some recreational
boaters when business is "driven out of the west and into the east
where the cost of submerged land wiII be less." McCarty pointed out
that boaters with full sails are clearly "mobile clientele" who by
nature like to be out on the water and may elect to sail longer if it
means saving a tidy sum
People hit with the highest fees stand to lose a competitive edge
not only to competitors in other areas, but also to those competitors
who have been around since before '75 and are now grandfathered.
Scherr of DiMillo's estimated that there are as many as 6,000 of these
business operators who were grandfathered. The Submerged Lands
Program is mandated to identify all cases of submerged land use by
1995.
The increased fees will allow the program, which has had much
higher administrative costs than revenues generated, to operate in
the black. The bureau received $40,000 in 1989 and will receive a
projected $400,000 in 2005. The money the bureau receives that
exceeds administrative costs will be put toward public access such
as public docks and public boat ramps, Bley said.
Andy Newman
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"W" for wins and "L" for losses are commonplace.
Automobile racing is the only sport in which a big "0" for
deaths commonly appears in the standings - though not, of
course, in the daily paper.
All of the above was in the back of the minds of Beech Ridge's
Modified division drivers when, on August 4, they ran their first
heat of the day.
Then, very suddenly, everyone was once again made fully
aware of just how dangerous Modified stock car racing can be.

Desperately serious fun

Race can In the Limited Sportsmen division round he track at Beech Ridge Motor Speedway.

A RUN FOR THE MONEY
Continued from front page

Jeff Morgan of Saco
prepares to start In the
Limited Sportsman
division.

One day soon you may be groping for a simile to describe
something battered to the point of featurelessness. Perhaps it
will be a boxer's face after losing a particularly one-sided fight;
or some comer of the Great American Cityscape crying out for
bulldozers and the wrecker's ball, like the Washington, D.C.
ghettos, the South Bronx or the Million Dollar Bridge.
Grope no further. The phrase you're looking for is "like a
stock car." Come to Beech Ridge and see for yourself.
Beech Ridge Motor Speedway offers four classes of stock car
races: Modified, Late Model Sportsman, Limited Sportsman and
Wildcat - listed here in a
descending order of financial
burden and aesthetic visual
appeal.
Wildcats race in "teams"
of 50 cars. Fifty cars on a onethird mile oval track is some
kind of Darwinian rush-hour
nightmare. After the first lap,
the leaders fuse with the
likely losers in a confusing,
snake-eating-its-tail blur. The
leaders may be known only
to the track offidals after just
two laps.
If they even know. To the
uninitiated, it may seem like
the track officals are picking
a car at random and hoping
for the best. This impression, known to the sporting press as the
Blender Mystique, is created by the apparent fluidity of the cars
themselves.
In the Wildcat and Limited Sportsman divisions, drivers
spend so much time rubbing, colliding and caroming off each
other that entire bodies may switch chassis en route.
Well... That may be a little far-fetched. But entire paint jobs
have been known to move from car to car on a given night. The
car bearing a certain number at the beginning of a race may not
necessarily be the car bearing that number at the race's end.
All this banging and swapping of paint lends itself to a
homogenization of the cars themselves. If you can point to a
Wildcat or a Limited Sportsman entry and say "That's a Chevy"
or "That's a Ford," the car probably hasn't been in too many
races - it may in fact be that car's first day on the track.
This can even be true (to a lesser extent) of the ritzy and

relatively underpopulated Late Model Sportsman division. "Oh,
yeah," says Mike Johnson, Late Model owner and radng
affidanado. "We swap paint every night, every race. Sometimes
every lap." Predictably, keeping the body work up is one of
Mike's biggest headaches - and one of Mike's bigger expenses.
Which is not a major reason for anybody with sufficient cash
reserves to stay out of this division. Generally speaking, people
who can afford to race late-model muscle cars can afford primer,
paint and body putty.
In the Modified division, body work is not a big worry. To the
average Modified driver or owner, the biggest concern is getting
around the track in one piece.
Modified stock cars are "stock" only in the sense that their
engines are not manufactured in a laboratory somewhere by
people wearing masks, paper hats and dust-free environmental
coveralls. Built from the ground up, Modified stock cars closely
resemble their Formlua One "Indy 500" cousins.
Modifieds are open-wheeled, almost identically equipped
600-horsepower monsters. The cars cost anywhere from $4,000 to
$10,000. Upkeep, including gas, tires and oil, is about $15,000 a
year, " __ .depending on how often we crash," says nine-time
Modified champion Dave Coutermarsh. Dave says a crash can
ruin your whole season - at a minimum.
"There's been a lot of deaths in Modified stock car radng," he
says. "The cornering speed of the average Modified is very high
and the cars are pretty rigid. If the angle of impact is severe, the
driver is going to take a hell of a shot."
Scott Watts, a Modified driver in his early 20s and ninth in the
overall Modified point standings at Beech Ridge, says that the
greatest danger is not so much the design of the car but the
approach to Modified radng taken by newcomers.
According to Scott, most Modified drivers have "graduated"
from Limited Sportsman and Late Model racing. They tend to
race with the reflexes and wheel-to-wheel chutzpah they picked
up in those "lower" divisions, which can be real trouble for the
rest of the field.
"Some of these guys think that they're still protected by doors
and fenders," says Scott. "They rub tires and think that's okay.
They don't realize what that can do to you."
What rubbing tires can do to a Modified stock car was seen
here at Beech Ridge on May 26. In his fourth start in a Modified
stock car, Walter "Kenny" Wilkinson Jr. ran the left front tire of
his Modified up over the the tire of an adjacent car and was sent
flying into the wall in front of the stands. He was pronounCed
dead at the scene.
Wilkinson's death was the seventh such fatality in the Modified class in five years - a record, if you want to call it that, in the
field of automobile radng.
Every sport keeps records in neat boxes printed in the back of
the daily that you can review at your leisure. Columns marked

Andy Cusack, General Manager of Beech Ridge Speedway, is
the only rnan within five miles of the track wearing a tie. As he
walks through the dusty inferno of the pit area, he somehow
manages to stay crisp and clean. He comports himself with a
directness and confidence that belie his 25 years.
Andy is the son of the man who owns Beech Ridge, Ralph
Cusack, who purchased the track in 1981 from Calvin Reynolds.
Andy is the ringmaster of the area's hairiest, most frenetic circus,
and the experience has given him a very definite, emphatic way
of speaking.
"Stock car radng is not dangerous," he said. "It's risky. Put 30
cars on a track and put drivers in them that want to win and
you've got some serious competition. They're going to do some
rubbing and bumping, but they're fairly safe out there."
He walked over to a Modified stock car near the pit tower and
started to explain stock car safety.
"See all this welded tubing? This is a six-point roll cage. A roll
cage protects the driver from contact with any object in a crash.
This super-seatbelt thing here is a five-point harness. This holds
him in his seat. The seat itself protects a driver from three sides.
"He's got a fire extinguisher here, see? The fuel is stored in a
foam-lined fuel cell instead of a stainless steel tank so that, when
it's hit, it simply collapses, as opposed to blowing up."
Lew Weatherby, the car's owner, stepped up while Andy was
talking. He smiled.
"What are you doing in my car, Andy?"
"This guy," he said, pointing at me, "wants to buy it."
"Oh, is that a fact?" asked Lew.
"Not really," I said.
Lew laughed. "Too bad. I could've used the money."
After a tour of the pits I was transported via pace car to the
stands. Up in the air-conditioned press box Kim Weatherby,
Lew's wife, was scoring drivers for track records.
"What were you doing in our car?" she asked with a smile.
"Planting a bomb," I said, soul of wit that I am.
She laughed.
I sat down facing the window just in time for the first modified heat. Lew Weatherby and 1] other drivers pulled onto the
track in two files. They warmed up their engines and tires in

Driven get last mInute advice before the start of
a race at Beech Ridge Motor Speedway.
four or five laps; the pace car peeled off into the infteld and the
race, as they say, was on.
In the fourth tum of the eighth lap, Lew Weatherby's #40
modified stock car left the ground at approximately 80 miles an
hour, rolled in the air and was crushed like a beer can on the
tire-lined concrete wall in front of the stand.
"Everybody stay cool," said Andy Cusack to the press box.
"Everybody stay in their seats."
Kim Weatherby screamed wordlessly and ran out of the press
box. Down on the track, she was held back from Lew's car by
friends while the rescue team worked feverishly to free him from
the abstract metal sculpture that was once the #40 Modified.
This task was made extremely difficult by the fact that Lew
was unconscious and obviously very badly hurt. Fortunately,
there was no fire. (This was not a prime-time television stunt.
Not every car that crashes bums.)
The rest of the cars stopped and the track was suddenly way
too quiet, as was the grandstand. Hunkering over the table with
a can of beer in my trembling hand, I was struck by two
thoughts.
My first thought was: stock car radng is a sport, a spectator
Continued on pt'ge 10

Friends and pit crew discuss the engine In Jeff Morgan's 1980 Pontiac Grand Prix.

Photos by
Tonee Harbert
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Track worken and emergency penonnel remove Lew Weatherby's car after his crash on Aug 4.

A RUN FOR THE MONEY
Continued from page 9

sport. People do this for fun . Other people looking for fun come
here to watch stuff like this happen. If anyone needs proof that
people in general are nuts, they need look no further than Beech
Ridge.
My second thought was: I have a big, big mouth.

Enough fun
1

Lew Weatherby was unconscious a total of three days, due in
part to sedation and in part to the shock of his brain hitting the
front of his skull at 70 or 80 miles an hour.
"He's doing extremely well," said Andy Cusack over the
phone, "much better than most people in his position."
Will he ever race again?
"Well, Kim (Weatherby) said she wouldn't be surprised if he
just had to go out and take a couple of laps, even at half throttle,
this year or next. He'll probably go out again."
Which leads to the inevitable question: Why would he do a
thing like that?
Why would anyone race in the first place?

;!
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It can't be the money. A good number of racing teams at
Beech Ridge are deeply in the red and running on raw optimism.
"Most of these people are racing to break even," says Andy.
Like Scott Wi/tis, w,ho may earn $1,000 after paying for the
upkeep of his car.
Cash awards in the Modified division run from $650 for the
winner down to $100 for 10th place. First place in the Wildcat
division gets you $100 and a hearty handshake. No one is getting
rich at Beech Ridge.
(At the other end of the racing world, Rick Mears' paycheck
for three Indy 500 wins was $2,741,675. So Beech Ridge is quite a
departure from the big-time, front-runner world of auto racing.
But isn't everything? This is not the Times of London you're
reading.)
If the money doesn't draw racing teams, surely the point
system alone won't do it. All drivers are rated from race to race
on their performances and awarded points based on how
they've done against the field. It's nice to win an individual race,
but whoever finishes out the season with the most points has
reason to be proud.
The prize for such a victory is a trophy. It looks great on the
mantelpiece, but it doesn't pay the bills.
Jeff Morgan has been running hard and is now fifth overall in
a very big field: 244 Limited Sportsmen are breathing down his
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Remaining race dates:
Beech Ridge

Motor Speedway

Oxford Plains
Speedway

70 Holmes Rd.,
Scarborough
88H030
Racing schedule
through Sep. 30:
8/25 at 7:03 p.m.
9/2 at 7:03 p.m.
9/9 at 1:33
9/14 at 7:33
9/16 at 1:33
9/23 at 1:33
9/30 at 1:33

Rte. 26, Oxford
539-8865
Racing schedule
through Sep. 30:
8/25 at 7 p.m.
9/1 at 7 p.m.
9/9at2p.m.
9/16 at 2 p.m.
9/23 at 2 p.m.
9/30at2 p.m.

Behind the grandstand

To the vkton go the trophies - and the fun of doing It.

The amazing surge in the number of
drivers and spectators at Beech
Ridge Speedway reflects a growing
national trend: 72 mil/ion people
attended stock car races last year.

W. D. Cutlip is a type-A terrur behind the wheel.
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11:30-4, 7 Days

Specials
-Haddock Sandwich $2.95
-Chicken Parmigiana 2.95
- Fried Scallops
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-Sauteed Beef Tips
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-lobster Roll
4.95
-Seafood Platter
4.95
(haddock. shrimp. clams)

DINNER SPECIALS
TWIN BOILED LOBSTERS
• All major credit cards accepted
- No Reservations Needed
• Gift Certificates Available
• Air Conditioned

neck, and Jeff feels the pressure keenly.
"1 was eighth in points last year," he says. "1 was up to fourth
as of last week until I got pinned up against the wall. That
happens all the time here. There's way too many people out on
that track with their heads on hold.
"I race down at the Lee Speedway in New Hampshire, and
it's a lot saner there. They have 20 cars in a race, whereas here it
seems like you got 90."
What's he doing here?
He shrugs. "I'm racing."
And racing, believe it or not, is its own reward.
'''There's a thrill knowing you beat somebody, even if you're
way back in the pack and there's only one or two other guys
behind you," says two-time Limited Sportsman champ Kevin
Durgin.
"Some guys go 10 years without a win and get discouraged.
Then one day they win and they say 'What do I do? Am I going
to keep on winning or what?' That's enough to keep some
people going. I know it's not for everybody."
But its seems to be "for" more and more people every year.
Beech Ridge is enjoying one of its most prosperous years ever - is
now in fact a Mecca for every motorhead in the Greater Portland
area.
The amazing surge in the number of drivers and spectators at
Beech Ridge Speedway reflects a growing national trend: 72
million people attended stock car races last year, which makes
racing the number one spectator sport in the country.
Part of this trend is due to the fact that women are infiltrating
the sport en masse. Testosterone was once considered to be the
most important fuel additive in the racing business, but lately
women like Lyn 51. James and Shawna Robinson have been
showing up in the winner's circle at NASCAR (National Stock
Car Association) events with a disproportionately high frequency.
'''The women are blown away," said Lyn St. James in an
interview in Vogue last year. '''They say, This is the most fun
we've ever had with our clothes on.'"
St. James, who holds 21 NASCAR speed records and is the
first woman ever to win the International Motor Sports Association Camel GTO series, is having more fun than just about
everybody out there.
"We have two women registered to race in the Wildcat
division," says Andy Cusack. "But they haven't been racing. I
expect we'll see more (women) out there in the next couple of
years."
If so, expect the Wildcat division to get even wilder.
Which would really be something to behold.
Wildcats race for the fun of racing and little else. Wayne
Marshall drives what appears to be a late 70s Camaro but may
actually be '69 GTO. (Or a Bonneyville. Or a Tempest. Or a milk
truck. See above). What does it cost Wayne to race?
"Well, I blew a tranny (transmission) last week. I picked up
another one in a junkyard for $30 and put it in myself.
'1 was given this car. Put a roll bar in it from another car in a
junkyard, and that was maybe $10. All in all I've got about $400
invested in this car."
Wayne's car - number 65B - is not the fastest or the finest ride
at Beech Ridge, but it does the job.
"1 came in second in the first heat two weeks ago," he says
with some enthusiasm.
What did he win?
"Fifty dollars," he says with a smile. "But I had a lot of fun."
And that's enough for Wayne.
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Maine Times Rental,
Real Estate Connection
Looking for a rental or real
estate to buy? Call the Maine
Times Rental fReal Estate
Connection line for descripiions
of exciting properties for sale or
rent in Ma ine. By listening to
owners or brokers describe
their properties. you will learn
much more about a house and
its charms, You may find your
dream house today!
This line IS available 24 hours a
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We Buy Anything Worth Buying
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The Pnltry:
Franco-American Music (112 hr.)

In the Gallery: Modarn Imagas II
Robert & Maureen Rothschild
discuss their European print collection
(112 hr.)

Sebago Magazine:
Protecting Sebago's Resources
(112 hr.)

Andrew Wveth In Maine:
A look at Andrew Wyeth (112 hr,)

Gourmet Cooking:
Soup Night (1 hr.)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon,
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues.• Wed"
& Thurs, gam-noon,
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So,
land. Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, &
borough. Channel varies in Gorham.
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Niss reporting on
domestic assault
irks Gannett
reader
When condi tions deteriorate, many people will complain among themselves, some
will take action, a few will do
both and address those
responsible. I'm writing to
register my complete disgust
with your paper. I've long
bemoaned its low quality skimpy coverage of important
events, excessive coverage of
trivial activities, nearly nonexistent editing and poor
layout. One exception to this is
your recent addition of
noteworthy stories from the
New York Times, Washington
Post, and other worthwhile
papers. However, your price
increase and fonnat changes
(replicating, in terms of
"substance" and style, another
cartoon newspaper, USA
Today), and failure to remove
Robert Niss from reporting on
domestic assault cases (as a
start, in this case) were the
straws that broke this back.
I could make all kinds of
fonnatting changes to this
letter with my computer to
make it look "good;' the
essence of the letter is what
remains important. I could
spend 50 cents on some
product that is even less
substantial (junk food is the
only comparable one that
comes to mind); that doesn't
make your paper a bargain. I
shudder to think what environmental deterioration your
increased use of colored inks
is causing (both for their lead
and cadmium content and
increased difficulty in recycling). I'm appalled at your
obviously low opinion of your
readers. I'm nauseated with
your abdication of the responsibility to provide people with
the opportunity to infonn and
improve themselves. Whether
you find some who appl~ud
the changes is irrelevant; that's
condescending to the lowest
common denominator, which
is hardly commendable.
I've read about the Charlotte Warner and Robert Niss
case in Casco Bay Weekly.
Technically anyone is innocent
until proven guilty. However,
given the situation as reported
in CBW (and it did not publish
any corrections in its Aug. 9
and 16 issues), Robert Niss
seems to have all but plead
guilty to the assault. To make
matters worse, neither Jane
Lord nor Lou Ureneck saw fit
to remove Niss from a domestic assault case he reported on.
One wonders if he'll remain as
a reporter on your papers

when found guilty of the
assault charge. Domestic
abuse, particularly the mindboggling amount of violence
perpetrated against women by
men, is endemic. Serious
changes involving greater
protection of and freedom
from such fears for women,
more prosecution, jail terms
and treatment for offenders,
and society-wide condemnation and intolerance of such
violence are urgently needed.
Once more, your papers have
stuck their collective head in
the sand. Contemptible.
Rumors I've heard that
your readership is down 35
percent recently have increased my faith in the newspaper-reading population. 1
now purchase the Boston
Globe on a daily basis (and the
New York Times on Sundays)
and don't plan on purchaSing
your papers again. Any
optimism that you'll make
efforts to improve your
product seems unwarranted at
this point. All significant local
news can be found on the
television, or in the Maine
Times or Casco Bay Weeklywhich are free and/or a much
better "bargain" than your
pitiful excuse for a paper. The
people of Portland and Maine
deserve and need a more
intelligent and substantial
paper with civilized reporters;
it's inexcusable that you've
chosen to move in the opposite direction. You more than
deserve the scathing tone of
this letter and the loss of my
readership. Circulation affects
advertising revenues, an issue
I raise since you appear to be
the money-is-all type of
publishers.

c~g.~
Carole J. Ansheles
Cape Elizabeth

do when you get there?
Because these states are so
rural, public transportation is
almost useless, except maybe
in Portland.
As far as the $30 million
cost (one-third the cost of the
turnpike project), here's more
reality: that's the cost of
upgrading and acquiring new
tracks; what about the trains?
What will they cost? What
about train stations, parking at
train stations, training employees, and most of all, the
cost of a subsidy? I'm not an
expert on this, but 1 would
guess that 99 percent of public
transportation in this country
is subsidized. And in recent
times the federal government
isn't encouraging public
transportation. It keeps cutting
subsidies.
Sure, the automobile is a
problem. Except in the 10
largest cities in the U.S.,
however, where there is or
could be convenient public '
transportation,1 don't think
people are going to change
their driving habits.
Who came up with this 22hour-a-year figure? When it
gets to the point where you
can't go the speed limit on the
turnpike - and that's almost
always - there's a problem. 1
think barrier tolls and more
exits would relieve congestion
a lot.
I think we need to do
something to reduce pollution
and our dependency on oil, so
improving public transportation should be a priori ty in the
U.S. But in rural areas the
subsidies would be outrageous, and even if we had
them,1 don't think it would
ever be convenient enough for
people to stop using their cars.
There are a lot of great
ideas out there but let's get
with rt!lllity!

(f31!!AJ
Get real about
transportation
1 think some of the people
opposing the Maine Turnpike
expansion have a reality
problem. How about an honest
survey, including out-of-state
tourists, asking whether peak
and off-peak tolls would affect
their use of the turnpike_ I
don't believe there are many
tourists or residents who
would sit and wait a few
hours to save a buck. 1 think
the vast majority of people
don't want to be inconvenienced; they're going to go
when they want to go. Cost
isn't going to matter.
Let' 5 also get real about the
trains. Sure, it sounds great,
hopping on a train and going
to Boston. But how many
people are actually going to
do it? If you go anywhere in
Maine or New Hampshire on
a train, what are you going to

Bob Gilbert
Portland

Shed our sexism
Three cheers for W.O.
Cutlip! His Aug. 2 article was
the most candid report
concerning male physiology
and psycho-sexuality I have
ever read in a contemporary
Maine newspaper.
As a fellow male, I too can
certify that penises h<'rden for
a variety of reasons - very few
having to do with oppression
or abuse. As a masculinist, I
found Ms. Kukka's rationalization (not to publish Walter
Chappell's "Father and Son")
to be puritanical at best.
Finally, as an artist, I'm all too
aware that her "analysis"
simply discounts one thousand years of history when the
male nude was considered the
model of beau ty.
Fortunately, Mr. Cutlip

revealed that in order to
comprehend the male mode of
sexuality, first one has to be
cognizant of the nature of the
experience. In effect, he was
calling a spade a spade. Is it
too much to sunnise that more
men experience maleness than
do women? Or is this too
much common sense in the
current state of anomie
between the sexes?
Perhaps we men and
women will some day shed
our sexism (liberal and
conservative) and work
through all the name calling,
blaming, and whining to
better understand and respect
each other for being who we
are. Meanwhile, both great
candidness and humor will
help us out along the way.

PrL.. J? f?~'-'-<~
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"It's the best
damn beer
I ever drank!"

Jonathan 51. Lau rent

John R. Rancourt
Portland

Advice to
Maybonne
1 am sorry to hear you've
had such a hard time finding
Jesus. You seem to have said
all the right words. Maybe you
should spend a little less time
worrying about Theresa and
Doug and a little more time
seeking Christ. That's not to
say Theresa shouldn't be
worried. She seems to know
less about Jesus than you do.
Of course, it was Jesus who
said, "I am the Way, the Truth,
and the Light, and no one
comes to the Father except by
me." And this same Jesus
spent a lot of his time on this
earth casting out demons, not
concepts.
Accepting Christ means
accepting who He was and
what He died for. Do not be
led astray by the weakness of
others. 1 know there's a secret
place in your heart. And it
wants to know the real Jesus.
If I were you? I'd skip the
retreat and just stay home
with a Good Book.

Jonathan St. Laurent, owner of
Uncle Billy's South Side BBQ.
South Portland.

"O.K., so a few years ago I
invented Death by
Chocolate, and now I own
Uncle Billy's, but by God,
I never tasted a beer this
good,"
Discover Portland Lager
yourself. It's smooth and
delicious. Full-bodied and
very satisfying.
If you can't lind Portland

Lager where you drink your
beer, go to Uncle Billy's and
ask Jonathan for the best
damn beer In the house!
- But before you go Look for special Uncle Billy's
coupons in Portland Lager
6-packs.

W~ak
Thorn StarkeY
Freeport

MaIne Coast Brewinf Company
Portland, Malne

ing Ceremony today at
noon on the Western
Prom. State
Sena-

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thursday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to:
Listings Editor, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, ME 04102.
The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more ways
to be Informed, get Involved and stay amused.

• Heard any good birds
lately? Maybe not. There's a
reason for all that silence,
and the news is not good.
Want to know more about
it? Corne down to the Wells
Estuarine Research Reserve
at Laudholm Farm, (Rte. 1
Wells, just south of Rte. 9),
at 1 p.m. Bring a brown bag
lunch and a good ear to
hear June Ficker talk about
The Decline of Song Birds.
(Why do coal miners bring
canaries with them into the
mines? Hint: birds breath.)
For more information, call
646-1555.

• Big band, hot time: If you
haven't heard big band jazz
live and in person for a few
years, you're probably
ready to drop from lack of
this essential musical
experience. If you have
never in your life heard
swing the way it was meant
to be heard-from a dance
floor- then you are in
serious trouble. Get yourself
down to the Shawmut Inn
in Kennebunkport for
Richard Marster's Big Band
tonight from 8-12 p.m. (Too
bad you can't take the" A"
train.) For more information, call 934-9776.

• Complete the circle: The
folks up at the Chocolate
Church (804 Washington
Street, Bath) have elected to
pull out all the stops in
honor of summer's ending.
Tonight at 7:30, the Chocolate Church presents the
Circle of Sound, an evening
of live music with many of
the state's most respected,
best-known folk and bluegrass musicians, including
AI Hawkes, Dave Utter,
Kathy Osgood, Lazy
Mercedes and many more.
Tickets are $10 at the door,
$8 in advance. A bargain at
any price.

• Treed freedom: The
world desperately needs a
little shade and a fresh
breeze. You can help supply
both by coming to Amnesty
International's Tree Plant-

tor Tom Andrews will be on
hand to help commemorate
A.I.'s Portland Group #174
adoption of Dr. Hamoda
Fathi AI-Rahman, a prisoner
of conscience in Sudan. Do
your part! Remember: "Big
oak trees from little acorns
do grow." For more information, call 775-7911.
• Rumors of humorism:
WMPG will present "Capital F (Festival of

Experimentism)," a live
performance featuring
experimental music, sound
and film today at 7 p.m. in
USM Portland's Luther
Bonney Auditorium.
Admission is $3 at the
door; proceeds will
benefit WMPG.
According to the
WMPGpress
release, the atmosphere" ... will be
open, improvisationaland
challenginscombining
elements of
neoism,
plagiarism,
anachro-

stereophonically reproduced in ultra-high fidelity.
All this for only $3, $2 for
students. For more information, call78O-4249.
• Restless drums: Feeling
beat? The Center of Native
Art, Rte. 1, Woolwich, is
hosting a drum-making
class with Chris Cole today
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
cost is $95 and includes all
materials. There may even
be time to make rattles, says
Chris. For reservations, call
442-8399.

more information, call
780-4974.
• Laserium planetarium:
Hey, Spaceshot! This is yOUT
ticket. The Southworth
Planetarium (96 Falmouth
St., Portland) offers two
shows today starting at 8:30
p.m. The first is an astronomically correct view of
the planet Mars, not to be
confused with the candy bar
Mars. The second show is a
full-color laser light show
featuring Pink Floyd's
"Dark Side of the Moon"

• Contact is the moment: If
you recognize that phrase,
then you must be a fan of
PBS' 3-2-1 Contact, a handson educational experience
vicariously enjoyed by
millions of public television
viewers every day. Come
"make contact" with 14year-old Stephane Yu, one
of 3-2-1 Contact's bright
young hosts. Stephane will
be in WeBB's Ladd Studio
(1450 Lisbon St., Lewiston)
today at 2 p.m. to talk about
a new program called "You
Can't Grow Home Again,"
a show about the destruction of rain forests. It's free,
but seating is limited. For
reservations and more
information, call 783-9101.

Want to see
art In motion?
See Aug. 29.

How does freedom grow? .
See Aug. 26.

• Moxie man:
Slaid Cleaves,
inveterate area folk rock
idol (say that ten times fast)
and member of the Moxie
Men, will stomp the boards
downtown at noon today at
Wharf and Moulton streets.
This concert is part of
Intown Portland Exchange's
Noontime Performance
Series. Free and wide-open
to the public. They don't
call him "Slaid" for nothing!
For more information, call
772-6828.

• Not just last year's model:
Hobe Sound Galleries
North (58 Maine St.,
Brunswick) is pleased to
announce the opening of
"Transportation In Art," a
benefit for the Owl's Head
Transportation Museum,
tonight from 5-7 p.m. The
Gallery is donating a Ruth
Ann Harris drawing of a
Ford Trimotor-a funky old
airplane if there ever was
one-from the museum
collection to be raffled off at
the opening. The
exhibition will include works by
Richard Estes,
Reginald Marsh and
Linwood Easton,
among others. For
more information,
ca11725-4191.

• Righteous reggae: Inner
Circle will dub Zootz
tonight at 10 p.m. with root
rock reggae. Twelve years
after playing the legendary
Jamaican Peace Festival,
Inner Circle-whose hit "Bad
Boys" has become the
theme song for Fox
Network's "Cops" series-is
still a force in reggae. As the
Reggae Times recently
noted: '1nner Circle is a
refreshing, rootful band that
has a lot to offer ..." It's true:
they do. Go down to Zootz
and get some. For more
information, call773-8187.
Jah love, mono

right on his heels. This is
some band! For more
information, call 773-6886.

• Crucial bluegrass: The
Tony Rice Unit rolls into
Raoul's tonight at 9 p.m.
This band has so much
power and talent, is so
eclectic and inspired, that
one wonders how they get
away with charging just $8
for tickets. Tony's playing
has set the standard among
flatpicking guitarists for
decades, and his brother
Wyatt-known in some
circles as "Quiet Wyatt"-is

• Nothin' ado? Do this:
Port Star Productions
presents William
Shakespeare's "Much Ado
About Nothing" tonight at
8:30 at the lsland Playhouse,
Peaks Island. Tickets are
$15.50 and include roundtrip tickets on Casco Bay
Ferry lines. Get away from
the sweaty city and take in a
little culture. It'll do you
good. For more information,
ca11775-0514.

Bad boys: What
you gonna do?
See Aug. 30.
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146 Ocean SI., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & OUI-oC-Prinl Book.
We buy books, 100.
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CAFE

During August J.GLATTER
BOOKS will be open only BY
CHANCE OR APPOlNTMENT

175 Pickett St.
South Portland ·

767-4627

cafe

a8 we move down the street

EVERY TUESDAY
OPEN JAM with PETE GLEASON· 8:00

Head east on Broadway, take the last right on to Pickett.
Plenty of trouble free parking!

to #81 OCEAN STREET.

·Wed.8I22

Ben Street
'11m Sessions Duo
.Thuro. 8/23

K. Barry Saunden

-Fri. 8124 & 8125

Steve Blum group
Thank you for your
support.

-1· ~

20 danforth st. • 772-8 II 4

Records, Tapes and CDs
10 EXCHANGE ST.
LOWER LEVEL • OLD PORT

COID SOUPS • FRUIT SAlADS
SUMMER SANDWIOIES
ICE CREAM • FROZEN YOGURT
Offering Breakfast & Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 7am-4pm
591 Congress St. • 772-0702
Por/land Museum
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PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGH ST" PORTLAND

SILVER
SCREEN

Continued from IfJ-.day CALENDAR

773-5547

OPEN EVERY DAY

~~l August is Bluebeny Season in Maine
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Take home

a bit of Maine's Summer

with 0fU'
Blueberry Jam Ie. Blueberry Honey Ie. Blueberry Muffin Mix
Honey Sweetened Blueberry Syrup Ie. Blueberry Popcorn

j~fuebe!lflitJ.r6~
422 Fore Street,

Old

Port I&. 76]-5690 I&. ]0-9 Mon.-Sat., ]2-6 Sundays

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23, 1990

THRILLER THURSDAY
The Practical Cats
Enjoy $.93 Bud Lites aU night long
Doors open at 7, no cover tiU 8:30
FRIDAY AUGUST 24

SUNDAY AUGUST 26

HAPPY HOUR 4-7

HEADLINER
COMEDY

FREE BUFFET
DRINK SPECIALS
1st 200 people
in for FREE
Dancing to the 50's & 60's

Headliner - Ed Reglne

Also Appearing -Jobnatban Gross
Doors open at 7oShowtima 8:30

SATURDAY AUGUST 25

DANCING TO THE

WILD 'N' WACKY
WEDNESDAY

50'S & 60'S

The SENSE

Doors open at 7:00

7st 200 people
in for FREE!

DootS open at 7
No COVill till 8:30
Count down on well drinks
$1.02 for dDmestic b8811S",,~1

UPCOMING EVENT:

THURSDAY AUGUST 3D

Max Creek
Tickets $6 advance
$8 day of/be sbow

ME·

o N'T l~T IT lID~
DON'T LET THAT TANNED &
FIT SUMMER BODY SLIP AWAY

,

):,'
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Wild at Heart
David Lynch's "Wild at Heart" opens inauspiciously in Cape Fear,
N.C. Expect the unexpected. This is a David Lynch movie and people
who have followed his work are anticipating his usual excursions into
a morbid and bizarre world, just this side of the fantastic.
"Wild at Heart" is a love story about a couple who take to the road
to escape a world that oppresses them. It's another Lynchian look at a
frightening world most people encounter only in nightmares.
During the movie's first shot, Glenn Miller's "In The Mood" plays
as the camera sleeps on a high painted ceiling. There's plenty of time to
imagine the setting - a debutante baIl, a wedding, a tired cocktail
lounge ... There's plenty of time to imagine the worst.
.
Enter Sailor and Lula (Nicholas Cage and Laura Oem), descendIng
the wide staircase revealed under that high ceiling. They're young and
in love, that's for certain, although it's not certain what's going on in
Cape Fear.
The action begins: Sailor is threatened, there's talk of Lula's mother,
the assailant pulls out a switchblade, and Sailor kills a man with his
bare hands. The scene is bloody and violent. The reasons for what just
happened are utterly obscure. But the movie's ~rst few minutes ma~e
it perfectly clear that Sailor and Lula are not gOIng to have an easy tune
being in love.
When Sailor is released from prison two years later, Sailor and Lula
take to the road to escape Lula's mother (Diane Ladd), who will go to
any lengths to keep Sailor and Lula apart. As they travel to New
Orleans and points west, Lynch reveals bits and pieces .of haunting.
memories, which suggest that Sailor and Lula are runnIng from therr
pasts, too.
The story unfolds along a grim, yellow brick road complete with a
Wicked Witch, strange characters and an omniscient presence watching over Sailor and Lula in a crystal ball. The r~d starts out with ~
promise of adventure and good times, but as Sailor and Lula contm~e
west they stumble. There's a car accident where they see a woman die.
They break down in Big Tuna, Texas.
The story, which David Lynch adapted from an unfinished novel by
Barry Gifford, works on two distinct levels. There's the seedy, violent
underworld of Marietta's mother and all she's involved in. Then
there's the romance of Sailor and Lula, who dress cheap but love
sincerely. They skim the top of these murky depths, trying to stay
afloat and stay together despite the deep odds against them. The
contrast is marked more by the portrayal of evil as people's worst fears
and of hope as people's wildest fantasies. Everything in the story is
bigger than life, but the characters remain true.
At this point in his career, Lynch has gathered a fine ensemble of
actors, a cinematographer, a composer and others who give his work
continuity but who also, unfortunately, make it a bit predictable.
People who have followed Lynch's movies begin to expect a morbid
detail to be revealed when the camera pans a certain way. They have
become accustomed to the way Lynch uses music. But Lynch's
predictability falls into the realm of style rather than into the development of the characters and the story.
Laura Oem plays a steamy Lula, which in no way can be confused
with her role as an innocent bystander in Lynch's earlier movie "Blue
Velvet." Her performance alone makes this an award-winning movie
("Wild at Heart" won the Palm d'Or at Cannes). She works superbly
within the context of the story and with its other characters. Nicholas
Cage is a loving Sailor, who casts aside the street savvy that' s ~n
intrinsic to so many of his roles in order to reveal no more than IS
necessary for the story's denouement.

Air AmerIca Mel Gibson and Robert
Downey, Jr. play cute boys who fly
planesoversomeundetenninedlocation
in Southeast Asia.
Arac:hnaphobla begins in the lush, deep
canyons of Venezuela, where a biologist
played by JuUan Sands is collecting
new species of insects and arachnids.
Here he finds a new spider, which
manages to find its wa:; back to a quiet
California town, a place too quaint and
too quiet to be real. The movie doesn't
start with an explosive confronlation
where the hugeness of whafs on the
saeon needs to be maintained until the
endattheexpense of all pretense of plot
and suspense. Instead, the director
(Frank Marshall) saves all the special
special effects for the end. He throws in
a few old-fashioned reversals in the
plot, and allows the suspense to build.
And there's no need to call in the Marines
to fight these killer spiders.
Dartunan is a fantasy about a scientist
who is transfonned into an ugly and
dangerous aeature.
Delta Force II Chuck Norris gets
involved in drug enforcement in the
sequel to the classic 'Delta Force: in
which vigilante Norris freed passengers
from a high-jacked plane.
Die Hard II Bruce Willis returns with more
stunt men. I couldn't help remembering
what movies used to be like throughout
this one. Thai's how bad it is. An
intriguing espionage plot orchestrated
by right-wing fanatics is completely
ignored for the sake of gun fighls,
explosions and Willis' failure 10 deliver
one-liners.
Duck T .... Disney's animated cartoon
features Uncle Scrooge McDuck and
Huey, Dewey and Louie in an Indiana
Jones-type adventure.
The Exorcist III: Legion George S. Scott
stars in William Peter Blalty's third
installment of the dev~ series. This one
looks into the myslerious deaths of
several priests. Sick sacks are in the
lobby.
Flatlln.,.. Medical students cross the
line belWeen life and death in !his movie
starring Kieler Sutherland, Julia Roberts
and Kevin Bacon.
Ghost Patrick 'Dirty Dancing· Swayze
plays a dead broker who was murdered
and tries to contact his wife through a
phony psychic (Whoopi Goldberg).
Men • Work Charlie Sheen and Emilio
Estevez play two California garbage
men, who discover a dead body in a
dumpster. Estevez also wrote the
screenplay and directed the movie.
Mo' Belt ... Blues Denzel Washington
portrays a jazz trumpeter with some
dues to pay for being too self-cenlered.
Washington moves like a melody, while
lighdy stroking his Io_rlip. Spike Lee is
a fine filmmaker with an uncanny sense
of dialogue, which rolls off the players
tongues like fine music. Unfortunately
'Mo' Better Blues· falls short on lyrics.
There's too much male posturing and
too Utile drama.
Mountains of The Moon A pseudohistorical account of two Englishmen,
Richard Burton and John $peke, who
search for the source 01 the Nile river in
the 19th century. The movie is a narrative
about the relationship between the two
explorers.

The Music Teacher A turn-of-thecentury opera star, Dallyrac, retires to
open a school with one student the
lovely Sophie. Fine period piece With a
powerful visual draw.
My Blue H. .v.., Steve Martin and Rick
Moranis star in this comedy written by
Nora Ephron ('When Hany Met Sally1
about an Italian hood who's hidden in
suburbia by the F.B.1.
Navy Seals Charlie Sheen and Michael
Biehn star as two Navy boys, assigned
to a special combal unit to destroy
missiles that have fallen into the hands
of Middle Eastern terrorists. Hollywood
has found new scapegoats.

BUY 2
MONTHS
GET 1

Nickelodeon

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road
n4· 1022
My BI ... Huven (PO)
12:45,3:05,5:15,7:35,10 (!hrough Aug 23)
1:45, 4, 7:10, 9:30 (lTom Aug 24)
_umocllnnocent (R)
1:30,4:15,7, 9:45
D8I'Iun.n (R)
1,3:15,5:20,7:30,9:45 (opens Aug 24)
O_t(po)
1:30,4:15,7,9:50

FREE!
Only $60

15 TANS JUST $25
"for limited time"

Temple and Middle, Portland.
n2·9751
The Exorcl.t lit IAgIon (R)
1:05,3:45,7:15,9:25 (through Aug 23)
1:15,3:35,7:15,9:25 (Irom Aug 24)
Wild. Heart (R)
1:10, 3:50, 7, 9:30 (through Aug 23)
1,3:30,7,9:30 (lTom Aug 24)
FIeUlnor(R)
12:50,3:30,7:05,9:35 (!hrough Aug 23)
1:05, 3:55, 7:05, 9:40 (Irom Aug 24)
Men AtWoril (PO)
1:20,3:50,7:20, 9:50 (opens Aug 24)
Delta Force II (R)
1:10,3:40,7:10,9:35 (open. Aug 24)
_

.... (PO)

1:25,3:45,7:25, 9:45 (open, Aug 24)

Presumed Innocllllt Harrison Ford is
the attraction in the screen adaptation
of the besl-selling novel by Scott Turow.
Ford plays a prosecuting attorney
assigned to investigate the murder of a
colleague he was having an affair with .
This courtroom drama is a welcome
relief from summerfluff, and not knowing
whodunit added to the movie's intrigue.
In hindsight, I suspect !hal several clues
were butchered frorn the novel, because
the movie's clues seemed a bit off. The
movie also stars Grella Scacchi, Bonnie
Bedelia, Brian Dennehy and Raul Julia.
Problem Child John Ritter stars in this
comedy about a suburban couple who
adopts a child who turns out 10 be more
than they bargained for. Ritter should
have remained trapped in a sitcom.
The Rocky Horror PIcture Show is a
cult movie extravaganza. The story, if
you must know, is about a young couple
whose car breaks down on a stormy
night and find themseives trapped in a
casde inhabited by people from the
planet Transsexual. Susan Sarandon
plays the timid Janel. Tim Curry. is
wonderlul in leather and lace, sIngIng
·Sweet Transvestite' (in fact, this is the
only part of the movie I'd see again).
The movie had a large cult following
with people in the audience reciting
lines, singing, and throwing things at the
screen and at unsuspecting movie
goers. Do these goings on sbll occur?
You'lI have to see for yourself.
She Must Be Seeing Things Sheila
Mclaughlin's 1987 movie is about love,
jealousy and obsession. It's a lesbian
art film about the relationship between a
free -spiriled filmmaker and a staid
lawyer. The movie is captivating, but in
the end is baffling.
Taking Care or Business Jim Belushi
and Charles Grodin star in this comedy
ofmislaken -aclUally stolen-identities.
The Two Jakes Fine dressings shroud a
lame story, which for some reason takes
more than two hours to unfold. Jack
Nicholsen plays Jake Gittes again in the
sequel 10 Polanski's 'Chinalown.' The
plot refers back to the classic. But even
if you're half asleep, you'll guess the
ending long before Jake does.
The Witches Angelical Houslon stars in
Nicholas Roeg's ("Don't Look Now· and
"The man Who Fell 10 Earth") movte
abouta wilchwhochanges children into
mice. Too bad
Young Guns II Kieffer Sutherland, et al.
return in the cowboy sequel about Billy
The Kid's exploits.

Evening Star

Routa302
Wastbtook 797·3154

Tontine Mall, Brunswick

Anlcnophol>le (PO)

729·5486

8:10 (!hrough Aug 23)

Duck nIH (0)

Union Station
Fitness Depot
The Total Health and Fitness Center
First Atlantic Building

879.. 9114

0

222 SL John SL

1,3,5
DI. HoIn! II (R)

7:15,9:55
Problem Child (PO)
1, 3:05, 5:05,7, 9:10
Tailing C... or Bu.l ..... (R)
1:30,4,7:15,9:40

772·9600

Drive-In

Exorcl.t III: IAgIon (R)
7,9:05 (!hrough Aug 31)

Nny_.(R)

10:05 (!hrough Aug 23)
ToW Rocel (R)
8:10 (from Aug 24)
Robocop II (PO)
10:05 (~om Aug 24)

6886.
Stephen Blum Group (jazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth SI., Portland. 772-8114.
QophertJroke(acoustic) Amigo's, 9 Dana
SI., Portland. 772-0772.
A-Bon_(rack), VacantLot(rock), Urban
Creeps (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St.,
Portland. 772-7891 .
The Walkers, the Wikl Hearts (acoustic
rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St.,
Portland. 774-3550.
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St., Portland. 774-5246.

Point Cafe, 175 PickettSt., S. Portland.
767-4627.
Creepln' Pumpkins, Devlldogs (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland. 7727891.
Stephen Blum Group (jazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
The Only Motions (reggae) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6866.
Bleep)' LaBaef (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial St .. Portland 774-3550.

SUNDAY 8.28
David Pope (classical guitar) lOam- 3
pm, Cafe No, 20 Danforth St. , Portland.
772-8114.
Acoustic Blues Jam (blues) 7 pm,
Unde Billy's, 60 Ocean St., S. Portland.
767-7119.
Ululaton (world beat) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave ., Portland. 773-6886.
Creeping
Pumpkins
(rock) ,
Bloodhounds (rock), Wild Hearts (rock)
Open Mike Nighl, Geno's, 13 Brown St.,
Portland. 772-7891.
stew and Rodne), ( acoustic) Amigo's,
9 Dana St., Portland. 772'{)772.
Dartllll Brahms (acoustic rack) Gritty
McDuffs, 396 Fore St., Portland. 7722739.
Dave Kelley Group (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 7740444.

MONDAY 8.27
The Dave Kelley Group (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 7740444.

TUESDAY 8.28
Carol and the Charmers (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 7740444.
Lazy Llght"ln' (folk) Gritty McDufts, 396
Fore St. , Portland. 772-2739.
John Hiatt (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd
St. , Portland 773-8040.

WEDNESDAY 8.29

The Movies

Pride's Comer

126 N. Boyd SI., Portland. 773-8040.
Carol .... d the CharrMn (rock) Spring
Poinl Cafe, 175 Picken St, S. Portland.
767-4627.
Port CIty All-St ..a (rhythm and blues)
Raoul's, 865 ForestAve., Portland. 773-

L

10 E.ct1ange Str..... , Portland
The Music Teach... (PO)
Aug 23-28,
Wed-Sat 7, 9
Sat·Sun Matinee at 1
Rocky Horror Picture ShoW (R)
Aug 24·25
Fri-Sat 11
She Must Be _Ing Thin;. (R)
Aug 25-28
Sat·Sun Matinee at 3
Sun-Tue 7, 9
Mounbol ... of the M_ (R)
Aug 29-Sep 2
Wed-Sat 6:45, 9:15

'GOa and 'GOa Rock On (rock) T-Bird's,

SATURDAY 8.25

AnnSitomer

...

FRIDAY 8.24

CLUBS
THURSDAY 8.23
Practical C.s (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N.
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
The Brood, the Pseudonymphs (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown SI., Portland. 7727891
K, Barry Saunden Quartet (jaZZ) Cafe
No, 20 Danforth SI., Portland. 772-8114.
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Markel SI., Portland. 774-5246.
Thruat(rock)OfdPortTavem, 11 Moulton
St, Portland. 774-0444 .
Carol and the CharrMn (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 PickettSI.,S. Portland.
767-4627.

.

--.

Open Mike Night, Gritty McDuff's, 396
Fore St., Portland. 772-2739.
Carol and the Charmers (rock) Old Port
Tavern , 11 Moulton St Portland. 7740444.

DANCING
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Fri: Post
Modern - all ages: Sal: latest dance
music; Sun : requesl night; Tue: Hip
House - all ages: Wed: Worldbeat Night.
773-8187.
The Moon, 425 Fore St., Portland. Open
nighdy, 8 pm on ... Fri-SalUntil3 am . No
cover. 871-0663.
Salutes, 20 Milk SI., Portland. Open
nighdy until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside St., Portland.
Fridays, 18+. Open Fri·Sat until 3 am .
Opens Sun-Thu al8 pm. 772-8033.

CON
CERTS

DiAmond's
Etlee

THURSDAY 8.23

Enjoy the ride
through lovely
Casco Bay to
Diamond Cove

Lost Latinos (latin/jazz) 12-1:30 pm,
Monument Square, Portland. Part of
Intown Portland Exchange's Noontime
Performance series. Free. For more
information, call 772-6828.

FRIDAY 8.24
Dana Carvey (comedy) Club Casino,
Hampton Beach, N.H. Tickets are
$22.50. For more infonnation, call 603926-4300.
Port City Alistars 8124 (r&b) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
TBA 8124 (?) 12-1 :30 pm, Monument
Square, Portland. Partof Intown Portland
Exchange's Noontime Performance
Series. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 772-6828.
Song Swap (folk) River Tree Arts Folk
Club sponsors a Song Swap at 7:30 pm ,
Kennebunkporl Communily House ,
Kennebunkport. Donation of $2
requested. For more informa'ion, call
985-4343.
Charlie Brown Organization Casco
Bay Lines Concert Cruise 8-11 pm,
departs from Casco Bay Lines Feny
Terminal , Commercial and Franklin
streets, Portland. Tickets are $10 in
advance, $12 on the day of the auise.
For more information, call 774-7891 .
Desperate Avlkadoz Trio (island
music) 12-1 :30, Monument Square,
Portland. Part of Intown Portland
Exchange's Noontime Performance
series. Free. For more inlormation , call
772-6828.
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ResUlu,,,nl
lunch or dinner,
m chowder

t:;t~,.,. "..

·.~i ~fti1~1~1~~i~'.entrees.
to
.95 to $18.95.
Ca.!co &, Lines prooid<s
ferry stnlia to Diamond
Cove at contJenient times:

Depart Pordand,
]] am

J:i5pm
3,]5
5:30
7:30 pm Fri.

anlv
Depart Diamond CO<I"
] 2:25 pm
4:20
7:30
10:30
] I :]5 Fri. ani,

Open daily
11 a,m, to 11 p.m.
Dinner served
from 5 to 10 p.m.
Reservations preferred.

766-5704

SATURDAY 8.25
Harry Connick Jr. (pop) Club Casino,
Hampton Beach, N.H. Tickets are
$22.50. For more information, ca1lS03926-4300.
Chicago 8125 (pop) 7 :30 pm, Seashore
Performing Arts Cenler at Old Orchard
Beach. Tickets are $16.50/$17.50,
available al Ttckelron, Civic Center Box
Office and SeaPAC box office. For more
information, call 934- 1731.

SUNDAY 8.28
Joan Baez and Th. Indigo Girls 8126
(folk/acoustic) 7:30 pm, Velerans
Memorial Park, Manchester, N.H .
Tickets are $19.50 reserved , $17 lawn
available at Ticketron, Strawberries and
Telelron, 1-800-382-8080.
Aute and Guitar Recital (classical) 8
pm, St. Luke's Cathedral, 143 Stale St.,
Portland Cart Dimow (flule) and Keith
Crook (guitar) perform works by
P,azzolla, Villa-Lobos, Dick, Honegger
and o.hers. Free. For more Informallon,
call 761-4569.
Jennifer Porter (jazz) Saco River
Grange Hall in Bar Mills. For more
information, call 929-0472.

.-~

. <>~-c;::::;;
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......

A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

,---

MONDAY 8.27

\P'''

Maine's ~ Authentic
Oyster Bar

John Hiatt (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886.

TUESDAY 8.28
Siald CI. .ves (acoustic) 12-1 :30 pm,
Wharf and Moulton streels, Portland.
Part of Intown Portland Exchange's
Noontime Perlonnance Series. Free and
open 10 !he public. For more information,
call 772-6828.

•. ~" ~' .~--) t>:7

Ogdiel'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our FuU Menu served from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamefli in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of fl,_,S___

Continued on page ]8

l'

5 Portland Pier
772-48::-

a

____--I

~~"~<

I.

c..sa, Bay ~kly
August 23, 1990
II Rme Riv Vw Bob Randall's comedy is
being performs through Sep 2, Thu-Sat
at 8 pm, Sun at :I pm at Schoolhouse
Arts Center, Sebago lake Village.
Admission is$8 for adults, $6 forchildren
and seniors. For more information, call
642-3743.
The "Mikado· will be performedwith full
orchestra by members of the New YOIl<
Gibert and Sumvan Players Aug 23-25
at Lakewood Summer theater in
Madison. Formoreinformation,caJl4875221.
A Toaat 10 Broadw.y The Bayside
Players present a dinner theater
production of a musical rewe of songs
from 10 Broadway musicals through
Aug 25 at The Portland Club, 156 State
St, Portland. Performances are Fridays
(happy hourat 6:30, diner at 7::¥J, curtain
at 8:30 ) and Sunday (brunch at 12
noon, curtain at 2 pm). Tickets are
$29.501$24.50. For more information,
call 773-{)218.

••••

• •••
TIffiREDUGHTREVUE

~
featuring
King CldiIJac 4:
The Eldorado Horns
Raoul's Dance Party
Evt.-Biddeford, privale
Raoul's Dance Party
EIIswooh, Privale
2 Ramada Inn, Privale
S Raoul's Dance Party

Aug. 22
25
29
SepL I

7 Cruise aD Casco Bay Lines,
Everyone lnIiled!
8 Eve. KenneOOnkpoo, Private

Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at
Raoul's with the Red Light Revue - adies
Admined Free!
Now booklng weddings and
corpo""" ..-nieo for faD

CALL 883-2802

CON
CERTS
WEDNESDAY 8.29
Tom Plrozzoll & Teg GI.ndon Duo
(folk) 12- 1:30 pm, Tommy 's Park,
Portland. Part of Intown Portland
Exchange's Noontime Performance
Series. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 772-6828.
The Ozone Holes (60s and 70s music)
7:30 pm on the mall in downtown
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 725-8797.
MIchael Franks, stllJlley Jordan (jazz)
Club Casino, Hampton Beach, N.H.
Tickets are $18.50 . For more
information, call 603-926-4300.

UPCOMING
little Feat lind John H.... 9/1 (rock)
7 ::¥J pm, Seashore Performing Arts
Center at Old Orchard Beach. Tickets
are $16 .50/$17 .50 , available at
Ticketron, Civic Center Box Office and
SeaPAC box office . For more
information, call 934-1731.
Thoma. Point Be.ch Bluegr•••
FestIv.I, Aug 31-5ep 2 (bluegrass)
Thomas Point Beach, Brunswick.
Featuring The Johnson Mountain Boys,
Mac Weisman, The Warrior River Boys,
Alison Krauss & Union Station and many
others. Camping in the rough. Tickets:
$45, Fri. only $12 , Sat only $20, Sun.
only $18. Children under 12 free .
Sunday only, ha" price after 3 pm. For
more infonnation, call 72~ .

BUT BE A GOOD SHEIK!
VISIT RAOUL'S
WHERE ALLAH COMES TO EAT

*

UPCOMING CONCERTS
8/24 ... PORT CITY AllSTARS
8/25 ... THE ONLY MOTIONS
8/26 ... ULUlATORS-WORlD BEAT
8/30 ..• TONY BOFFA
8/31 ... TONY RICE UNIT

*
ncket Info, n3·6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494

1111

STAGE
You stili Can't Get There From Here
Mad Horse Theater Company presents
a revival of the 1989 musical comedy
rewe about life in Maine through Aug
26. Performa~ Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sun at 7 pm at Mad Horse Theater, 955
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $131
$15. For more information, call 797-

3338.
Fr. .klln Allvel Bill Meikle appears as
Ben Franklin in a historical sketch
through Sep 1, Fridays and Saturdays
at7::¥J pm inihe Lord Gallery, The Brick
Store Museum, 117 Main St ,
Kennebunkport Tickets are $121$10.
For more information, call 985-6887.
Jvcle¥lne Vermont poet David BudbiH's
play abcut a typical New England town
through Aug 25 at the ThealBr Project,
14 School St, Brunswick. Parfamances
are Thu at 7 pm, Fri at 8 pm and Sat at
4 and 8 pm. For ticket information, call
729-8584.
Merch.nt of Venice Theater at
Monmouth presents Shakespeare's play
on love, money and religious and racial
intolerance. This new production is set
in prafascist Italy in 1928. Performance
Aug 28at8 pm. TlCkets$15, $13seniors,
$10students. For more information call

933-9999.

AUDITIONS

The Muse of the Delta
Sunday night's Lyle Lovett concert proved to be one of the best
such shows in recent memory. Persons buttonholed and otherwise
interrogated outside afterwards gave generally favorable impressions, and the phrase "holy cow" was heard more than once. Even
those who identified themselves as country music haters registered
approval of Lyle Lovett and his Large Band-and registered genuine
amazement that what they had been listening to was considered
"country" in any circle.
This is largely due to Lovett's protean compositions and the
Large Band's eclectic instrumentation. The '1arge band" appellation
is a sly reference to "big band" sound, a direct nod to the swing and
jazz elements built into his recent music, Lovett is variously that
good 01' country singer with the drawl and twang, a bluesman, a
punk theorist, a folk singer and a comedian. All of this can be
credited to Lovett to some extent_He has gone a long way towards
inventing himself_
But the hydra-headed presentation of styles and genres wrapped
up in one performer's music is not entirely new, although it is, in
fact, recent. John Cage, composer, performance artist and avantgarde elder statesman, speaks of this growing phenomenon as
"Delta" music-not to be confused with Delta blues.
Heretofore in the musical universe, genres and sub-genres
existed in splendid isolation, Rock was rock and jazz was jazz and if
ever one started to sound like the other, the word "fusion" was
affixed to explain that, as in " jazz-rock fusion," This practice
survived into the 'Ills without major mishap,
But what was the grammatically correct musicologist to do with
some of the multi-genre bands that began to appear in the mid-tolate '70s? Ry Cooder's Chicken Skin Review featured Hawaiian,
Mexican, rhythm and blues, roots rock, Jamaican blues and American ragtime blues music, What do you call that?
Fusion is a weak word, and doesn't describe the process anyway,
Now that recording has caught up with the world at large, the
music of several popular and ethnic genres is available to the
composer or musician tired of the occidental and commonplace.
Every type of music, every genre and sub-genre that formerly
represented a musical mainstream in its own milieu, has come
together at the Delta, the stepping-of f place for the great ocean of
music that rocks the world ,
The people of Portland Performing Arts have broached that Delta
for their Big Sounds From All Over concert series. Bands like Lyle
Lovett's Large Band, Brave Combo and Mahlathini &: the Mahotella
Queens represent the Delta concept clearly.
This is not just some attempt to present to the world a trendy
obscurantism, but an acknowledgement that, i f ,the best artists from
every existing genre are heard in the cultural marketplace, the
quality of life is necessarily improved for everyone.
On Sep. 15, Sun-Ra and his Cosmo-Love Arkestra will land like
Jove and his attending angels at the Portland City Hall Auditorium.
When he does, the rest of the solar system will at last have been
officially represented in Portland, This is indeed Delta music, Those
who think about their music and are not tied to one genre-or genres
specific to one racial, cultural group-will be uplifted ,
W.D . Cutlip

I Doll Dol performed by the Maine State
Music Theater through Aug 26 at Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin Collage, Brunswick.
Performances at Tue-Sat at8 pm, Wed,
Fri and Sun at 2 pm . Tickets are $10$20. For more information, call 7258769.
Educating Rita Thomas Playhouse
presents Willy Russell 's romantic
comedy Aug 23-Sep 2 on Wed through
Sun and Sep 6-5ep 15 on Thu, Sat,
Sun. 8 pm. Thomas Playhouse, RIa.
302, South Casco. Ticketsare$101$12.
For more information, call 655-3281.
8pancIIIDanceCo~n,performsAug

27, 12-1:30 pm, Congress Square,
Portland. Part of Intown Portland
Exchange's Noontime Performance
Series. Fnee and open to the public. For
more inlonnalion, cal 772-6828.

The Black Death, A Comedy AUantic
Coast Theater at Cape Porpoise
presents an original work by D.B.
Wentworth, directed by Mary Ellen
O'Hara, through Aug 26. Curtain rises
at 8 :15. Tickets $10, $5 Sr.s and
students. RIB. 9, Kennebunk. For more
information, caM 985-4062.
New Engl.nd story Telling New
England Performers presents 12
nationally recognized story tellers Aug
2B- 30 at the Winslow Homer CenlBr for
the Arts, Gortlam Road, ScaIborough.
For more information call 766-2064
My Fat Friend by Charles Laurence Aug
31-5ep 2, Sep 7 and 9 at the Saco
Grange Summer Theater in Bar Mills.
Performances are F~ at 7 :00 pm,
Sun at 6:15 pm. For more information,
call Pat Packard at 9~72 .

Vlnt.ge Repertory Comp.n, is
looking fora young male actor, 18-24, to
play James in ' My Fat Friend.' Must be
able to learn English or Scottish accent.
For more information on auditions , call
934-4251 .
AudHlon The The.ter Project of
Brunswick will hold auditions for actors
for its 90-91 season . Season includes
'The Boys Next Door " ' Jacques Brei,'
'Macbeth' and 'The American Dreams
andOtherDreams.' The Theater Project
also plans two Second Stage
Productions, open to people in the
community : ' The Phantom Tollbooth·
and 'The Caucassian Chalk Circle.' For
more information , call 729-8584.
Anything Goes Open audition s Aug 26
at 2 pm and Aug 27 at 7 pm. Cole
Porter's lively, entertaining and funny
musical will open Nov 2 and run through
Nov 18. For more information, call 282-

0849.

ART
OPENING

Ba",lew G.llery, 75 Market St.,
Portland. Intaglio prints and works in
gouache by Matthew Smith and fish
prints by Suzanne Knecht through Aug
26. Both artists are former commercial
fishermen and apercentage of proceeds
w~1 benefit Friends of Casco Bay, a nonprofit organization that educated the
publicaboutthebay'sacosystem. Hours:
Mln-Sat 10 am-6 pm. 773-3007.
Danforth street G.IIery, 34 Danforth
St Portland. Video Art Exhibition through
Aug 31 . 775-6245.
De.n Velentg.. G.llery, 60
Hampshire St., Portland. Exhibit of
paintings and monotypes by Katharine
Bradford through Sap 9. Hours: Thu 128 pm, Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 12-4 pm or by
appointment 772-2042.
Dlmor., 26 Exchange St , Portland.
Photographs by Jamie Salomon through
Aug 30. Hours: Mon-Wed 10 am-6 pm,
Thu-Sat 10 am-9 pm, Sun 12-6 pm .
775-7049.
E"... a.l..ry 7 PleasantSt , Portland.
'Behind Vacationland: photographs
from Maine and Kennebunkpon by
Tonee Hartlen. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6
pm, Sat 11 am-5 pm. 870-0042.
F:O. B.lley Anllqu.rl.ns, 137-141
Middle St, Portland. ' Tomorrow 's
Antiques,' new works by Usa Dombek,
Heidi Garquist, Lenny Hatch, Russell
Kahn, Orlando Olivera Najara, David
Pollack, Steven PriesdyandJay Piscopo
through Aug 31 . Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-5
pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm . 774-1479.
M.lne Mystique: A Contempora"
Per.pectlve Group show 01
contemporary Maine painters at the
gallery at 5 Milk St , Portland. Artists
include Gregory Welch, ltalo Scanga,
Michael Moore, Duncan Hewitt, Michael
Shaughnessy, Juris Ubans, Wolcott
DOOge, David Puelle, Usa Slipkowsky,
Michael Waterman, Wes Freese, Marc
PeUetier, Frank Turek, Richard Wilson;
Samrith Chap, Tim Mack, Tom Maurais
and Padi Mayhew Bain. 773-3489.
M ..... Pott_ M.rket, 376 Fore St
Portland. Fine earthenware for the
country home and garden by Christian
Ridge Pottery from Aug 23-Aug 31 .
Hours: daily 9 am-9 pm. 774-1633.
The Open st.b.., 273PresumpscotSt,
Portland. 'A Midsummer's Night Dream',
an exhibit work by Maine photographers
and sculptors. 773-3961 or 871-8285.
P.yson a.l..ry of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
The Permanent Collection and Selectad
Loans through Sep 9 . Hours: Tue-Fri 10
am-4 pm (Thu until 9), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm.
797-9546 .
The Photo G.llery, Portland School of
Art, 619CongressSt , Portland. 'Women
in Photography,' a touring exhibit of 65 .
images by women photographers from
around the world through Aug 30. Hours :
Man-Fri 9 am -5 pm. 775-3052.
Portl.nd Wine and Cheese, 8 Forest
Ave., Portland. Works by local painter
Thomas Connolly through Aug 31. 772-

4647.
Elements a.llary, 56 Maine St
Brunswick. Opening Aug 25. Yetano~ Richard Par1cs a ....", 288 Fore St. ,
of J . Fred WoaIl's ' infamous' slide and
Portland. 'Folk Art of India: The Scared
sound shows. The Gallery is currently
Art of Mithali : Brilliantly colored
showing wall reliefs and sculpture by
photographs, which have been handed
Woell through Sep 5 . For more
down through the women of rural areas
Information, call 729-1108.
of Eastern India, represent Hindu
mythology. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-5:30
Hobe Sound .Galler... North, 58 Maine
pm, Fri until 7:30 pm . 774-1322.
St , BrunSWICk. Transportation in An
Exh ibition to Benefit Owl's Head Portl.nd Public Library, Five
Transportation Museum . Opening
Monument Square, Portland. "Prizewinning Paintings from the 25th Annual
~eceptlOn5-7 pm Aug 29. For more
Information, call 725-4191 .
6 Alivel Sidewalk Art Festival,' through
Aug 30. 'To Make All laws: Congress of
the UniIedStates,' a UbraryofCongressl
Amencan Ubrary ASSociation Traveling
Exhibition of photoreproduced prints,
Portl.nd Mu •• um of Art Seven
political cartoons, manuscripts, portraits
Congress Square, Porttand. Hours:Tueengravings, etchings, photographs and
Sat, 10-5 ; Sun , 12-5; Free on Thursday
poslers to trace the development of
evenings, 5-9. 'Urban Visions : Images
Congress as an institution in its first two
by Ashcan School Painters" (through
centuries. Through Sep 18. For more
Aug 26) ; "Winslow Homer Watercolors,'
information, call 871 -1700.
an exhibit of 13 watercolors painted st.. ln aallery Contemporary Glass, 20
MilkSt, Portland. Fabricated sculptures
between 1873 and 1897 (through Sep
based on architectural forms by Jon
23) ; 'Views From Rome from the
Wolfe through Aug 31. ThreeThomasAshby Collection in the Vatican
dimensional abstract paintings in glass
Ubrary,' an exhibit of 81 drawings and
by Stephen Nelson and Daniel Gaumer
watercolors from the Renaissance
Sep 1-Oct 15. Hours : Man-Sat 11 am-6
through the age of romanticism (through
pm, Sun 1-4 pm . 772-9072.
Sep30); 'Perspectives: Marjorie Moore,'
an exhibit of paintings, drawings and a Wellin a.rdlner FIne Arts, 4 1/2 Milk
video installation (through Sep 23). 'The
St , Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and 19th
Boat Show: Fantastic Vessels, Fictional
century decorative prints with an
Voyages: Exhibit features artists'
emphasis on architectural, botanical,
interpretations of boats in a variety of
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: Tuemedia including glass, wood, hay and
Fri 10 am-5 :3O pm , Sat 10 am-5 pm.
774-1944.
fiber (through Oct 28.) 775-6148.
The Afternoon Gallery, 49 Dartmouth
SI., Portland. Paintings, drawings and
collage by Warren Spaulding on display
through Aug 31. Hours 1-4 :30 pm. For
more information call 871 -9235 .
Albarta's Cafe, 21 Pleasant St. , B.tes College, Olin Arts Center,
Portland. ' Mackworth Abstracted,'
Lewiston. 'Dahlov Ipear: The Seventies
paintings from the landscape abstracted
& Eighties, ' 'Recent Donations,' works
by Carolyn Brown through Sep 15. 775by Matisse, Braque, Gaugin, Cezanne
1514.
and Picasso , and 'Children's Book
Illustrations,' featuring the work of
Barrldoff aallarle. , 26 Free St ,
several of Maine's best artists and
Portland. Group show by gallery artists
writers. Both exhibits continue through
through Sep 1. Also a selection of 19th
Aug 26. Hours : Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm,
and early 20th century American
Sun 1-5 pm . 78S-6158.
paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm.
772-5011.

Looking for lunch
in all the wrong places?
Visit WHEEL FOOD
Portland's Favorite
Tricycle-powered
Environmentally #-"j"'nn,'1r
Vegetarian Sandwich
and Healthy Dessert Cart

DONT
MISS OUR
QUARTERLY
WELLNESS
EDITION

SEPTe 13,
1990

Continued on page 20

.

--..

Weekdays • Noon til 2 pm • Corner of Middle'" Exchange. Portland
.
Wheel Food uses local &organic foods (as available), .
biodegradable cellulose packaging, recycled products &no plastic!

I
ENJOY A WHEEL DEAL
I Half sandwich, chips, iced tea & fruit.kaebob for $3.00
I
Hummus or Avocado & Cheese or Tofu Burge'r
Try the soon-to·be-famous EARTH CAKE for $1.00
I
IL _____________________
a fruit-sweetened, whole grain cake that's out of Ihis wo~d

DEADLINE:

SEPTe 7,
1990
for

Ad rates
call:

CascoBav
~EEKLY
775-6601

We want
to alert ~ou,
their smoking
can hurt you...

AROUND TOWN

OUT OF TOWN
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END

YOUR

SUMMER

HI HT!

... so mind
very much
if they smoke.
The McGuire Sisters

MOS.
ONLY

FULL

MEMBERSHIP
a
e
e

e

Aerobics! Step Aerobics
Nautilus
Free Weights
Tanning

e
e
a

e

Massage Therapy
Freeze Policy
Sauna & Steam Rooms
12' X 12' JacuZzi

Portland ARegency
HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

I
I
I
I
I

~

•

\
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August 23, 1990

"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasyl"

I

***1/2

WHERE

Black Tie.

TO

Dai~

00.1

Entrees & Soup Spedals

870

799-7119

Broadway· S Portland

Continued from page 19

EAT?

."illim-em

M-F 11-4

ART

I

WITH THIS AD, $1.00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT - ,

I

I

:M

Come to Freeport, and Visit...

L - - - - - - - Limit One Coupon Per Person _ _ _ _ _ _C!!lYJ

CYR INDUSTRIES, INCe

Electrical Contractors
The answer
is here:

S92.-0119 or 1-S00-2.S7-'WIRE

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

Jesus Cares!
Greater Portland Tent Meetings Crusade
August 24 through September I
7:00 pm NlghUy

SOUTHI.N MAINI

DINING
GUIDE

Deering Oaks Park
Area PastersjEvangelists/Speakers
Area Gospel Musicians Nightly 7:00 pm
for More [nfonnatlon call: 772-1235

AVAILABLE AT •••

"Believe to UJe Saving of UJe Soul" Hebrews 10:39
YouUJ I'Iightss August '11 and '19
Women's !'lIght August 30

III

~~~~~~~~~~

THAI
GARDEN
Authentic Thai Cooking

PORTLAND
JETPORT,
Portland • 10 EXCHANGE
STREET, Portland • CASCO
BAY
LINES
FERRY
TERMINAL, Portland
•
MAINE TOURISM CENTER
1-95, Kittery, US Route I,
Yarmouth
• FREEPORT
OUTLET MALL, Freeport •
GREEN
MOUNTAIN
COFFEE
ROASTERS,
Portland

••• AND SEVERAL OTHER
AREA LOCATIONS

The finest Thai food in Maine,
featuring fresh ingredients, fair prices
and quality service. A unique dining
experience to savor again and again.
Lunch Mon.· Fri. 11:30·3:30
Dinner Sun.· Thurs. 4:30·9:30
Fri. & Sat. 4:30·10:30

Take out & Catering Available
VlSA/MC/AMEX
772·1118

Bowdoin College Mu.... m of Art,
Brunswick. "Selected Prints from the
Vinalhaven Press Collection:
prints
produced at the press since its founding
in t984 (through Sep 23). Hours: TueSat 10 am-5pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
Cry of the Loon Oallery, Route 302.
South Casco. Exhibit of Maine anists :
Chris Neilsen, Rebekah Ray, Serri
Beckman, Sheny Miller, Da\lid Cedrone,
Grace Porta, Bevin Engman, Dahlov
Ipcar and Wendy Newcomb. Exhibit
continues through Aug 25. Hours: 9:30
am-9 pm. 665-5060.
O'F...,.., Oallery Yvonne Jacquefte.
Drawings and monotypes through Aug
31. 46 Main Street. Brunswick.
Deerlnll Family Restaurant, Maine
Mall, South Portland. "Alternative Maine
Art," recent works in a variety of media
by P.A . Trisha through Aug 31 . Hours:
Mon-Sat8 am-l0 pm .
Ooyernor'. Oallery Space, State
House. Augusta. "Art Behind Bars:
works by inmates of the Maine
Correctional Center in South Windham.
Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm. 289-2724.
HobeSOundQaIl...... North.58Maine
SI. , Brunswick. Works on paper by
Bematd L.anglais through Aug 25. Hours:
Tue-Satl0 am-5 pm. 725-4191 .
TheMaI ... Phot~raphic Worksho....
Rockport. WoOls by John Sexton. Larry
Fink. Jay Maisel and David A. Harvey
through Aug 24. 236-8581.
Abacu. Oallery, 8 McKown SI. ,
Boothbay Harbor. Paintings by Daniel
Merriam through Sep 30. 633-2166.
The Mal_Photographic Worksho ....
Rockport. Works by Tillman Crane. Aug
24. Works by Mary Ellen Mark. Chris
Rainier, Unda Conner, Jim Brandenberg
and Judd Pilossof Aug 25-31 . 236-8581 .
Mal... Co_ Artl.... Russell Avenue.
Rockport. "Downtown!Downeasrgroup
show featuring works by Maine artists .
Hours: Daily 10 am-5 pm. 236-2875.
Main Str_ Art Oallery, Ogunquit.
Selected works of ,46 artists through
Aug 31. "Artist of the Week' reception
Wednesdays. 7-9 pm. Hours: daily 10
am-9:30 pm. 646-5246.
W ...h ...... d Oaaery, adjacent to the
Famsworth Museum, 374 Main St. ,
Rockland. "Construction Work: works
by Jim Young. PamSmith, Hilary French,
Bernice Abbott. Monty Smith and others
through Sep 22 . 596-6483.
York Institute MUMum, 371 Main SI.,
Saco. "Objectivity : Selections for the
PermanentColiection· through mid-Sep;
"Pants for Paintings" through mid-Oct.
Hours : Tue-Sat 1-4 pm, Thu 1-8 pm.
282-3031.

n
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I
Desert of Maine
I'
=-Maine's Famous Natural Phenomenon
I
Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated Coach Tours. Nature Trails. Sand Artist
I
1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting. Gift Shop. StOte
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 • Desert Rd .• Dept. V • Freeport 04032
I
Open May 10th - October 10th Tel. (207) 865-6962
I

!'
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Casa> Bay w.ekly

Taste and Tell
Maine Sunday Telegram. 2125/90

! '

...

For information as to
how you can be a part
of next year's Caco Bay
Weekly Dining Guide,
please contact Holly,
Rose or Maureen at

OTHER
Danforth Qalleryinvites visual artists to
present work for an exhibition of
"Emerging Artists." Required: the anist
must either reside or anand school in
Maine. Artists chosen by lottery. This
exhibition allows emerging artists the
opportunity to show their works, receive
professional relliews, possibly sell their
work and provides opportunities to
introduce their WO!K and themselves to
the ancommunity. Formoreinfonnation,
send SASE to Danforth Gallery, 34
Danforth St., Portland ME, 04101 .
Colorwork.: Drawing with Color
Weekend course will focus on
PRISMACOLOR pencil techniques for
drawing subjects in their natural
surroundings. Aug 23-24. The beautiful
woods. waterfalls and mountain views
of Pinkham Notch provide the setting for
this special weekend . For more
information. call (603) 466-2721 .
Summer Craft Fair Maine artisan offers
items from jewelry to folk art Aug 25, 10
am-4 pm at Schoolhouse Arts Center,
Sebago Lake Village . For more
information. call642~743.
Summer Craft Fair Maine artisan offers
~ems from jewelry to folk art Aug 25, 10
am-4 pm at Schoolhouse Arts Center,
Sebago Lake Village . For more
information , call642~743.

Wat.....ed Cent_ for the ceramic Arts
is offering a series of slide lectures
given by guestartists in residence. Eddie
Donimguez speaks Aug 26, 8:30 pm at
Watershed Center for the Ceramic Arts .
Cochron Road (one mile off Route One),
North Edgecomb. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 8826075.
Danforth Oallery is looking for
submission lor the second annual Senior
Citizens Art Exhibit "Route 1 from Kittery
to Brunswick: A Senior Perspective."
Works can focus on the pas~ present or
future and will be juried by Martin Dibner.
Six prizes will be awarded. Deadline for
submissions of two- and threedimensional woOls is Oct 1. For more
information, send SASE to Danforth
Gallery, 34 Danforth SI. . Portland,
04101.
ArtIst In Residence Program Deadline
for applications to new grants for areas
considered underserved by the Maine
Arts Commission is Sep 28. To be
eligible, artists' residencies must take
place between Jan 1 and June 30 and
must occur in one of the following 12
counties: Aroostook. Hancock, Knox ,
Franklin.
Oxford,
Penobscot ,
Piscataquis, Sagadahoc, Somerset,
Waldo, Washington and York .
Information, applications and guidelines
are available by calling the Maine Arts
Commission, ~2724 . Applicants must
talk to Artist in Residence Program
Associates, Nancy Salmon or Sharon
Townshend, before applying .

SENSE
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy
Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm ; Laser Shows
Fri-Sun at 8 :30 pm. Admission is $3 for
adults, $2 for students and children (no
children under 5). For more information,
call 780-4249.
M.lne Writer. And Publl.her.
Alliance William Carpenter, winner of
the 1985 Samuel French Morse Poetry
Prize, will teach a poetry writing
workshop Aug 25, 11 am-4 pm at the
Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason Street,
Brunswick. $25 for MWPA members.
$30 for others. An informal format
focused on the crealive process of poetry
writing. Participants are asked to bring
two of their poems for discussion. For
more information, call 729-0333.
Bangor theological Seminary and
Theoloilical Cent... of Maine Open
House Administrative staff and teaching
faculty from both organizations will be
present to answer questions about
upcoming programs and courses offered
in Portland beginning in Sep .
Refreshments will be served. Aug 27 at
the General Theological Center, 159
State St, Portland. For more information,
call 874-2214.
Slnllle Parent Home Schoollnll
Support Oroup Any single parent
interested in home education is welcome
to anand. Aug 29 at6 pm, 71 Walnut SI. ,
PortIat1d. For more information, call n27269.

OFFlHE

CLOCK

March of Dimas Phonathon needs
volunteers to help call for phone-pledge

Portland Mu.eum of Art seeks
volunteers for its docent program
beginning Sap 10. Docents provide a
variety of public servicesforthe museum ,
includng staffing the information desk.
developing tours for special exhibitions
and finding new and aeative ways to
interpret the permanent collection.
Twelve-week course. For ' more
information, can n5-6148.
T_sl Make others feel benar. Join the
team of peer counselors for Dial KIDS,
n4-TALK Helpline. Sep training. Call
874-1055 NOW for an application and
an interview.
FMI good about yourHlfand leam new
skills! You can make a difference!
Volunteer for Dial INFO and help people
who are in crisis. All work can be done
from your home via the telephone.
Complete training and resources
provided. Next session begins Oct 13.
Call Ingraham Volunteers, Inc. at 8741055 for more information.

campaign Aug 16-17, 6-9 pm. Training
and refreshments are provided .
Volunteers who work two nights receive
a free pass to Sable Oaks Golf Club
(including cart). For more information,
call 871-C660.
USM Community Pr~rama is looking
for IIOlunteers to lecture and present
seminars for its New Dimensions
Program . Presentetions may be on any
subject of the IIOlunteers expertise and
will be give to groups of 8-20 retirees .
Good communication and organizational
skills are essential. Volunteers receiw
free program membership. Groupmeets
Saturdays, 9:30-11 :30 am. For more
information, call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Oeneral Theological Center needs
volunteers to worK as book processing
assistants to count. acknowledge, sort
and catalogue the many used books
receivedasgihs. General familiarity with
books, especially books of religious,
philosophical, psychological or spiritual
interest, would be helpful. Daytime hours H.O.P.E. Self-help support groups with
are available 9 am-4 pm. For more
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the
information ,call the Center for Voluntary
emotional pain associated with serious
Action at 874-1015.
diseases. Meetings are at Unity Church.
Bowdoin Collejle MUMum of Art is
·16 Columbia Rd., Portland. Tuesdays
looking for volunteers to work as
2-4 pm. 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays 10
receptionists and salesclerks. Training
am-12 noon . There are also support
w~1 be provided. Shihs are Tue through
groups for the family and friends of the
Sat,10a .m. to 1 p.m. and lt05p.m. For
ill which meet Thursdays, 7-9 pm. For
more information call Helen Dube at
more information, call1-800-339-HOPE.
725-3064 .
Wlnlls Support Group. Tuesdays, 7-9
Rejllonal Wat.. Sy.tems is looking for
pm at 139 Ocean SI. South Portland
neighborhood recycling educators .
and Thursday, 7-9 pm at 11 Day SI..
Volunteers will contact residents in
Westbrook. For more information. call
Portland-area communities and instruct
Gerne Brown at 767-2010.
them in recycting procedures. They will OUtrlllht Portland Alliance of gay,
also distribute collection bins and
lesbian. bisexual and questioning youth
infonnational materials on pick-up routes
offers support and information for young
andabout26drop-offsites noton routes.
people ages 22 and under in a safe
Training sessions of approximately one
environmenl. Write: OUTRIGHT, P.O.
hour will be held on Sep 4-6. For more
BoK 5028, Station A, Portland, 04101 or
information, call 874-1015.
call 774-HELP.
N_ England Rehabilitation Hospital P .....taAnonymou. is aself-helpgroup
is looking for someone to assist
for parents who want to develop better
occupational therapists. Volunteer will
parenting skills and are seeking support
make basic alterations on wash mins,
and advice from other parents. Weekly
slings and wheelchair bags with sewing
meetings are on Tuesdays at 6 pm or
machine. Training will be provided and
Wednesdays at2 pm in Portland. Child
a lunch pass will be provided for the
care is provided. Meetings are free. For
days that you work. For more
more information, call 871-7411.
information. call 874· 1015.
Portland Parent Support Oroup
Dla' KIDS is telephone peer counseling
sponsored by Mainely FamiHes, Inc.,
staffed by trained teenagers . The
meets Wednesdays. 7-9 pm at Clarll
program provides information . referrals
Memorial Church, Forestand Pleasant,
and counseling to area leens and to
Portland. Parents share support and
give the peer counselors a meaningful
guidance from other parents who share
volunteer woOl experience. Interested
similar experiences in raising preteens
teenagers can call 871 - 1015 during the
and adolescents, while leaming new
day for an application , or call Dial KIDS
skills to prevent problems before they
at 774-TALK to talk to a IIOlunteer about
occur. The support group is open to all
what they do. People who are accepted
all area parents at no charge. For more
to the program attend 27 hours of
information, call Mainely Families at 774classroom Instruction before going on
1884.
the telephone.
Lesbian SurvlYora SharlnliA ten-week,
Maybe
80meday
Non-profit
co-facilitated support group for Lesbian
organization , a developing and
survivors of childhood sexual abusel
innovative program for caring for people
incest who are interested in learning .
with mUltiple sclerosis, is looking for
healing and growing in a safe .
volunteers. People are needed to share
confidential, collective atmosphere.
their interests with the clients of program,
Suggested fee per session is $35.
taking them to movies or worlling on
However, a sliding fee scale is available
projects etc. For more information, llisit
upon request Group meetings will be
Maybe Someday Bookstore, 195
held in Portland during evening hours at
Congress SI., Portland or call n3-3275.
Womenspace Counseling Center. For
more information , call Vivian Wadas at

HELP

871-C377

SurvlYor. SluIrlnll A ten-week cofaciNtated support and counsel groups
for SurvillOrs of childhood sexual abusel
incest who are interested in learning,
healing and growing in a safe,
confidential, collective atmosphere.
Group meetings will be held in Portland
during evening hours at Womenspace
Counseling Center. Suggested fee per
session is $35. However, a sliding scale
is available upon request. For more
inlormation. call 871-C377.
IngrahamVolunt. .raHelpavailable by
phone 24 hours a day. Call n4-HELP.
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BICYCLE

SUPER SALE
AUGUST 23-25

1J/\/IIIEEf\.

ilPEIJGEOT

also on sale:
• helmets
• clothes
• gloves
• shoes

WELL
NESS
New England Eating DI.orde,.
(NEED) Program Free monthly support
group Panel discussion by recovering
people: "Our Personal Stories." Aug 28
at 7:30 pm at the Westbrook Community
Hospital. 40 Park Rd .. Westbrook. Open
to the public. For more information, call
854-8464.
Well-Child Clinic sponsored by
Community Health Services. Inc. for
children up to six years old .
Comprehensive physical examinations.
screenings,labwork and immunizations
are provided. Sliding fee scale. Aug 29,
9 am-2:30 pm , Westbrook-Warren
Congregational Church , Main St
Westbrook. For more information or an
appointment, call 775-7231 .
Yoga Retreat: Alternative vacation for
body. mind and spirit Aug 24-26. Small
group. quiet selling. Experienced
personal guidance from three practicing
yoga teachers in joyous, healthfut way
of life. Vegetarian cuisine. sauna. hot
tub, pool. Richmond Corner. For more
information call 737-4752.
Wlldcraftlnll. Drying and Storfng The
Wild and Garden Thlnlls Identify the
proper parts of herbs to be harvested
and how to dry and store them Aug 25,
10 am-3 pm at Crystal Spring Farm,
Biddeford. Cost is $35 . For more
information, call 499-7040.
American Red Cro •• Babysitting
Course Certification course includes
leaming about growth and development.
supervision of children, play acti vities,
first aid and personal care. Participants
must be at least 11 years old. Course is
Aug 28-29, 9 am-2 pm. To register, call
874-1192.
Flrewalk Ancient, self-empowering ritual
Aug 25. Led by Dr. Edward Lueddeke.
$50. Ught supper, sauna, hot tub, pool
included. For more information, call 7374752.
Principles of Lne Energy One-day
workshop of lectures and discussion on
vibration, duality, reincamation, chakras.
glandular systems. diet, breathing.
postures. biorhythms, numerology and
more Aug 26 at Crystal Spring Farm in
Biddeford. Cost is $45. For more
information, call 499-7040.
Stretch and Relu Yoga Class Free
class Aug 28. 5:30-7 pm . Space is
limited, so be sure to call ahead. Eight
week fall session begins 9/4. Classes
available : Tue 7:39-9 pm and Thu 5 :307 pm. Held at Crystal Springs Farm in
Dayton (near Saco) . Space limited.
register Aug 28. Call Jeanefte Schmid
Lakari at (207) 499-7515.
Meditation Retreat Friends of the
Western Buddist Order are offering
week- long meditation retreats at
Aryaloka , Newmarket. N.H. Retreats are
inlended for people with no eKperience
with meditation or Buddhism, but for
others the retreats offer opportunities to
meditate with other people . For more
information. call 603-659-5456.
Eleventh Annual Maine Heallnll Arts
FeatlYal Labor Day Weekend, Aug 31Sep3. Over35worllshops on personal ,
planetary awareness. Hidden Valley
Camp. Freedom . Call 892-4236 to
register of write for a free brochure :
HAF, Rle. 1. Box 569 Buckfield ME,
04220.
Loye Your Back USM Lifeline Center
offers a six-week exercise course for
people with mild or chronic low back
pain Tuesdays. 5-6:15 pm on the USM
Portland Campus. For more information,
call 780-4170.

ICYCLE
76 Portland Street, Portland, Maine
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DONT BE
LATE!

EARLY

Deadline for ou
Sept. 6 issue
August 30th!

775-6601

(207) 773 - 6906

DEADLINE

CoscoBov
VV'EEKLY
775-6601

Augusl23,1990

FOR
KIDS

Continued from page 21
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.. .and Back to Amaryllis
for this little all cotton
dress from Ecote in prints
or solids to layer and to love!
Amaryllis Clothing Co,
41 Exchange Street, Portland e 7 7 2 - 4 4 3 9
Par1cing Stamps Available

Again this
year,
we're
suffering
frolll
•
exceSS1ve
plaque
buildup.
•
•
•
•

Station of the Year
Best Same~day Newscast
Best Election Coverage
Best Sports Special

V!1','r3!! :I
Portland's Newsrralk Station

A:> nlCai hy rlk- o\.''IIlll;/rnl ~
A"'lrW for I~ o.:v.,_ -r-mantl 'fX\i:lIl'\·t.'fII.sU"''UJ~

History of Dunst.n Marshes L~m
about local history, saltwater fanning,
shipbuilding, and trade by ship and rail
Aug 17,9:30-11 am at Maine Audubon's
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center in
Scarborough. Cost is $2 for Audubon
members, $3 for non-members. For
more information, call 883-5100.
BIni W.lk See nature trails and birds in
their early moming splendor Aug 18, 8
am at the Wells Natural Estuarine
Reserve at Laudholm Fanns in Wells.
Hours: Tue-Sat, 10am-3pm, Sun noon3 pm. Tours daily Tue-Sat 10 a.m.,
Thurs 6 p.m., Sun at 1. For more
information, call 646-1555.
The Summer Night Sky View planets,
stars the moon and more Aug 23, 89:30' pm at Maine Audubon's
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center in
Scarborough. Cost is $3 for Audubon
members, $4 for non-members. For
more information, can 883-5100.
Beglnn ... Backp.cklnll for Families
Workshop sponsored by the
Appalachian Mountain CI.ub, Aug ~426. Learn tri~meal planning, first aid,
map reading, low impact camping. For
more information, can (603) 466-2721 .
Photollr.phlng the Natur.1 World
Workshop teaches participants
techniques needed for photographing
the natural work!, Aug 25-26. Workshop
oonductedby John Green of Naturethics.
For more information, call (603) 4662727.
M.lne Outdoor Adventure Club
Upcoming trips: MI. Chocorua Hike,
Aug 25-26. For more information, call
761-4704 .
Senior Sundays at Scarboroullh
Marsh Presentation of the plants and
animals of the marsh, followed by a
leisurely guided walk for people 50 and
older Aug 26, 2-3:30 pm at Maine
Audubon's Scarborough Marsh Nature
Center in Scarborough. Cost is $2 for
Audubon members, $3 lor nonmembers. For more information, call
883-5100.
"Blues .nd Belugas of The St.
La_ence River," four-day whale
watching trip in one of the prime whale
watching spots in North America Aug
23-26 from Portland. Reservations are
reqJiredforall trips. Formore information
on these and other trips, call 781-2330.
BIking In Freeport .nd Yarmouth
Casco Bay Bicyde Club is hosting a
regular Wednesday evening ride on the
back roads of Freeport and Yannouth at
6 pm. For location of rides, call Charlie
at 865-3636 or Ketra at 829-4402.
BIni Walk See nature trails and birds in
their early moming spiendorSap, 8 a.m.
attheWeUsNational Estuarine Research
Reserve, Laudholm Farm in Wens. For
more information, call 646-1555.
Senior Sunday• •t Scarborough
Marsh Presentation of the plants and
animals of the marsh, followed by a
leisurely guided walk for people 50 and
older Aug 26, 2-3:30 pm at Maine
Audubon's Scarborough Marsh Nature
Center in Scarborough. Cost is $2 for
Audubon members, $3 for nonmembers . Marsh Nature Center
Summer programs : Canoe Tours daily
10-11 :30 am, Tue and Thu 6-7:30 pm
($61$5 for members, $71$6 for nonmember); Salt Marsh Adventure, walk
explores unique ecology of the salt
marsh, Mon 9:30-11 am, Thu 2-3:30 pm
($2 for members, $3 fornon-membe~s);
Dawn Birding, look and listen for egnts,
glossy ibis, herons, ducks, w~lets and
swallows, Wed 7-8:30 am ($2 .for
members, $3 for non-members). Maine
Audubon Society'S Scarborough Marsh
Nature Center is located on Route 9 in
Scarborough. For more information on
any of the above programs, call 8835100.
Get Your Paddle Wet Bring your kayak
for evening paddles Thursday evenings
at 6 pm through Labor Day at East End
Beach in Portland. For more information,
call JeH Wescott at 772-5357.
Pizza Ride 10-20 mile ride along the
ooean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at Pars
Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill in
Scarborough. Formoreinformation, call
799-1085.
Mah_uc Backpack TripoNatur.llst
~ture The Appalachian Mountain
Club will take you ona fiw-day adventure
• on the Mahoosuc Range. This workshop
is for people with some backpacking
experience . Aug 28-Sep 1. For
reservations and more information, call
466-2727.

Fight for the top
Portland's Danny Melendez is about to prove to the wo~ld that
you can't keep a good kickboxer down. Melendez (12-4-1) IS
scheduled to make another bid at the K.I.C.K. World SuperFeatherweight (126-130 lbs.) Kickboxing Title. The 12-round bout
against Warwick, R. l.'s Aldaberto Leal (29-4-0) will be held at the
Woonsocket Roller Kingdom in Woonsocket, R.I. Aug. 25.
.
Wayne Broderick of Broderick's Market. in ~uth Portland IS
organizing a bus trip to Woonsocket for thiS Mame event. Any lastminute riders who would enjoy a fun bus ride and want to root for a
hometown kid, please call Wayne right away at 773-49~3.
..
Melendez returned from Marseille, France, with a dlSappomtmg
12-round draw in his re-match with Andre Sabatier on Mar. 2.lt was
his second try at the World Featherweight Title.
.
'This fight" beams Melendez, "will not be left up to the Judges.
It was unfom:nate what happened to Joey (Gamache) for his title
bid and I guarantee this time there will be a professional world
cru:mpion from Maine come Aug. 25!"
.
..
Leal, basing his opinion of Melendez on the fU'St Sa~tier fight,
says, "Melendez has a glass jaw." As always, that remams to be
seen.
Go get your title, Danny Boy.

Mike Quinn
Casco Bay Bicycle Club Upcoming
Trips: Sizzling Tuesdays in North
Windham (30 miles), Tuesdays, 5:30
pm, meet at Sizzler Steak House, North
Windham (Gary Davis, 892-8257);
Mountain Bike the Otter Ponds in
Standish, Aug 25 (Dave Dysinger, 8543029); Buxton Boroughs (30 miles), Aug
26,8:30 am, meet at Plummers Store,
routes 112 and 22 (Randa Thomas,
727-3201); Third Annual Club CenturyGorham, Kezar Falls, Sanford - Sep 8,
7 am, meet at Gorham Shop N Save
(Jerry Tipton, 799-2821 ); Second Annual
Cow Chip Corner Fling, Sep 8 (Jim
Thorne , 772-2821); Bar Harbor
Weekend with MOAC, Sep 14-16, meet
at Back Cove Shop N Save at 5 pm (Sue
Raymond, 871-0264); North/South
Berwick area Sep 23 (Uz Vezeau, 6465396); Seconc:t Annual Bear Notch Ride,
SeP 29, 8 am, meet at Gorham Shop N
Save to carpool (Mike Morrison, 7728465); Ossipee Mountain Ride and Fire
Tower Hike (37 miles), Oct 6, 9 am,
meet at Gorham Shop N Saw (Evelyn
Cookson, 854-5029 . For more
information on dub activities, call the
Outdoor Hotline at 774-1118.
Maine Woman Outdoors Hlklnll and
blcycllnll day trips are open to all
women 18 and older: bicycling in Cape
Elizabeth Aug 1B; camping, biking and
hiking in Acadia National Park Sep 7-9,
$20; biCYcling in IIseboro Sep 16;
Baldplate Mountain Day Hike, Sep 23;
canoeing on the Haraseeket R,ver,
Freeport Sep 30. For more information,
write Maine Women Outdoors, RR 13
Box 343, Augusta, 04330 or call 5473919.

Sports quotes
of the week
... From the Bad-PunGuaranteed-to-Bruise-YourFunny-Bone Department,
consider this twist_ Andy Van
Slyke, Pittsburgh Pirates
outfielder, on his spontaneous
decision to switch to a pair of
loose-fitting pants the
morning he suffered an injury
that required placing his left
ankle in a cast: "I must have
had an ankling it was going to
happen."

+·0.
... Guard Brian
Blankenship, part-time
fashion consultant and fulltime football player, recently
commented on the eccentric
attire of Pittsburgh Steeler
teammate, cornerback David
Johnson: "He wears, among
other things, six earrings. He
makes Boy George look like
L.L. Bean."

Marsh Explorer. Club Children
discover the wonders of the marsh
through art, games and hands-on
investigation Aug 18 and 25,10 am-12
pm at Maine Audubon's Scarborough
Marsh Nature Center in Scarborough.
Cost is $20 for Audubon members, $25
for non-members. For more information,
call 883-5100.
Art Studio Cla_ For Klel. Fresh
Paint, 1 Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick,
offers studio classes for preschoolers:
am or pm 2112 hr. sessions, studio and
classroom settings. Apply now for 9091 school year. Class size timited. Full,
part-time & drop-in day care also
available. For more information, caJ17254983.
M.llic Theater A large cast of kids are
featured in skits that celebrate childhood
(through Aug 29), Tue-Wed at 7:30 pm
at the Schoolhouse CenterforTheArts,
Sebago Lake Village. TICkets are $4 for
both adults and children. For more
information, call 642-3743.
Return of the Olanta AI~new dinosaur
show feature ten moving Dinamation
creations set in their natural habitat
through Sep 3. Presented by the
Children's Museum of Maine, the exhibit
can be seen at the lormer Lee Dodge
saJeslocation, 191 RiversideSt.,justoH
Exit 8, Portland. Hours are Sun-Thu 10
am-5 pm, Fri until 8 pm. Admission is
$3.50 per person; children under 2 are
admitted free. Admission is $2.50 for
members of The Children's Museum.
For more information, call 797-KITE.
South Portland Recreation is offering
a youth soocer program for boys and
girls in grades 3~, a flag lootball program
for boys in grades 4&5 and is c0sponsoring a tackle football program for
boysingrade6. Registration Sap 7 from
6- 7 pm. Participants must be
aocompanied by a parent For more
information cal I 799-7996.
Art Studio CI..... For Kids Fresh
Painl, 1 Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick,
offers studio classes for preschoolers:
am or pm 2 1/2 hr. sessions, studio and
classroom settings. Apply now for 9091 school year. Class size limited. Fua,
part-time & drop-in day care also
available. Formore information, call 721>4983.
Mummleholl.. and Marsh Muck
Chance for kids to explore the plants
and animals of the marsh using all five
senses in discovery-oriented, fun-filled
activities Tue and Fri, 9:30-11 am. Cost
is $2 for Maine Audubon Society
members, $3 for non-members. Maine
Audubon Society's Scarborough Marsh
Nature Center is located on Route 9 in
Scarborough. For more information on
any of the above, call 883-5100.
FIt-n-Fun Children's Center Open
House All types 01 fun programs for
children ages 6 mo. to 10 years, Also
oHar after school classes Mon-Fri. Open
house Aug 26-Sep 5 form 6-8 pm, Rte.
1 in Falmouth.
Stories for Kid. Portland Public Ubrary
(871 -1700): Mon, Wed and Fri, 10:30
am; Riverton Branch Library (797-2915):
Fri, 10:30 am; Prince Memorial Ubrary,
Cumberland (829-2215): Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 yearolds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5
year aids).
Flicks for Kids Portland Public Library
(871-1700) : Sat, 10:30 am ; Riverton
Branch (797-2915) : Thu, 1 pm.

SPORT
K.I.C.K. World Super-Featherweight
Kickboxing Title is up for grabs .
Portland's Danny Melendez wUI meet
Aldaberto Leal 01 Warwick, R.I. in a 12round bout for the vacant title Aug 25 at
the Woonsocket Roller Kingdom,
Woonsocke~ R.l.lfyou'rekickingaround
the area, stop by and root for Portland's
champ.
Maine Senior Oames Two-day
statewide oompetition Sep 14-15 for
older adults will be held in Bangor and
Portland. Track, swimming, bowling,
golf, tennis, table tennis, racquetball,
bicycling, horseshoes, basketball,
softball throw and football throw are the
sports represented. Seniors will compete
in five age categories: 51>-59, 6O-S4, 656970-74 and80andoider.Entryfeeis
which'indudes t-shirtandcertif~te
of participation (extra fee for bowling
and golf). Entry forms are available at
any Casco Northern Bank offICe or
through the Southern Maine Area
Agency on Aging. For more information,
call 775-Q503.

$5:

ETC
... The Steelers' team
physician feels that multiple
earrings may have caused
inadvertent damage to David
Johnson. Last week Johnson
blurted out to his coach
Chuck Knoll during an
exhibition game in Toronto "Coach I'm an international
star, Did you know that
Toronto is in Canada?" No lie.
Momma, don't let your sons
grow up to be football
players,

Mike Quinn

Fooble the Robot Maine Mall presents
Foobie the Robot of movie, television
and talk show lame. Bring your camera
and your questions to the Mallon Aug
23-25.Shows at 2,4 and 7 pm. Formore
information call 774-0303.
Walking Tour of the Old Port Guide
Richard Bowman will describe the
waterfront area's development and
identify the buildings the pre-date the
Great Fire if 1866 as well as the late 19th
century blocks of Victorian structures
Aug 25, lOam. Meetatthe Lobsterman
Statue, Middle and Temple streets,
Portland . The Greater Portland
Landmarks Tour is $2 for members, $3
for non-members. For more inlormation
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on Landmarlks Summer Tour Program,
call n4-5561.
Enriched Ooldan Age Club invited
people over60 to Wednesday luncheons
and programs. Aug 29: Casco Bay facts
by Arthur Forestall. Cost is $1.50.
Luncheons are held at 297 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. For reservations, call
n4~974.

Tent Meatlnll. Crusade The Greater
Portland Evangelical Mi nisters present
a series of tent meetings, including
lectures, sermons and gospel music
from 7 pm on Aug 24-Sep 1 in Deering
Oaks Park. For more information call
892-4461
Brazilian Percuaalon and Dance
Workshop
Gary
Muszynski
(percussion) and Sheila Bellefleur
(dance) oHer a workshop on Samba
percussion and dance Aug 257-9 pm
and Aug 26 10 am-5 pm at Casco Bay
Movers School of Jazz, 341 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. For more information
and tickets, call 871-1013.
Fun Festival Clark MemOrial U. M.
Church hosts a day-long festival Aug
25. Rummage sale, games, food, prizes,
puppet show and music. Piano concert
at 7 pm. Clark Memorial U.M. Church,
15 Pleasant Ave., Portland. For more
information, call 773-5423.
L....lan Tradeswoman CookoutShed
those boots and bring a bathing suit to
Highland Lake, Falmouth. Aug 26, Noon
-? All blue collar lesbians are invited to
mee~ oonnect and network. A prize will
be awarded for the "Most Unknown" tool
at the picnic. Food prOvided. For more
information, call 797-4801.
Yarmouth Fe.tlvals Old and New
Exhibition in the Museum of Yannouth
History through Aug 31 . Hours : 10 am5 pm Moo through Fri till Labor day: 10
am-5 pm till Oct 31. Museum located in
Merrill Memorial Ubrary, Main Street,
Yarmouth.
PhotographS
and
memorabilia from 80 years of Yannouth
festivals . For more information, call 8466529.
Yarmouth'.
Main
Street
Architecture: Upper "Falls VIllage"
Exhibition on display at the Museum of
Yarmouth History now through Aug 31 .
Hours: 10 am-5 pm till Labor Day; 10
am-5 pm Tue through Sat till Oct 31 .
Museum located in Merrill Memorial
Ubrary, Main SI., Yarmouth.
Seashore Trolley Museum Ride. on
and tours of authentically restored
trolleys. World's oldest and largest
collection. Adults $5.50, Sr. citizens
$4.50, children 6-16 $3.50, under6free.
Log Cabin Rd., Kennebunkport, Maine .
For more information, call 967-2712.
First Annual American Cancer
Society Benefit Ba.h Two-day
organized by area motorcycle clubs to
benefit breast cancer research. Food,
"bike' competitions, live music featuring
Between the Lines, the Chosen, Trillion,
Prizoner and Usher X. Wellee shirt and
"Ilestbuns' contestsSatat9 p.m . (Adults
only). Aug 21>-26, UttIefields Farm, East
Benton. For more information, call 1800-482-0113.
Unity Fair Unity College offers an allday fair. Flea market/larmer's market,
yard sale, crafts, food, children's games,
softball, sklrytelling, hayrides, music and
much more on Aug 25 starting at 9 am.
Softball game at 5 pm. Admission is $1
adults, .50 children. Unity College,
Quaker Hill Rd ., unity. For more
information, call 948-2966.
Drawing and Craatlvltyooursewillseek
to broaden creativity and enhance
drawing skills , Aug 25-26 . Course
instructor will be Linda Joe Russell of
the Center for Educational Appl~tions
of Brain Hemisphere Research, Cal~.
State U. at Long Beach. For more
information, call (603) 466-2721 .
Social Oroup for Slnll'e People ages
35-55 Sight seeing, camping, bowling,
dancing, trips, etc. For more information,
call 856-1174 between 5-6 pm.

GERALDINE
ANTIQUEWOLF
&E5TArE JEWELRY
Tut".S. - Sat. 11.-5
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F.O. BAILEY ANTIQUARIANS
AUCTIONS e APPRAISALS e SHOWROOM
Serving Maine with Expertise and Experience Since 1819

Joy Piscopo, Pres. #1482
Franklin B. Allen #0191
Jack Piscopo #0192

Presents
A Fine Auction of Estates from Falmouth,
Kennebunkport, Cape Elizabeth and Kittery, Maine.
Tuesday. August 28, 1990 at 10:00a.01.
Inspection: 8:00a.m. to 10:00a.01. morning of sale
at
The Port1and Elks dub
1945 Congress Street
Port1and, Maine 04102
Directions: Take Congress West exit off Route #295. Continue West on Congress
Street and watch for auction signs.
Continuing with oW' busy Summer '90 Estate Auction scheduling, we have combined
four Maine Estates at the Portland Elks Ciu b, for your convenience and comfort.
Featured are over twenty fme Oriental rugs, antique Country and ViClorian furniture,
accessories and collectibles, china and glass, sterling silver, small autograph
collection, Royal Doulton tobies and figuraJs~ paintings and prints with .se~etal
contemporary lithographs, etchings and drawlllgs and aJstom home furnishmgs.
Franklin, the crew and I will enjoy the air-conditioning after belllB under the F. O.
Bailey tent all summer, swating mosquitos and keepmg cool, and r know you will
enjoy the large parking lot .
TerlDlll: cuh or PftMmaJ cbecllll 001, JOu ha¥e estabU.hed credit with P.O. BaUq prior to sale dale.
Stale of Maine requlfts doeaIen '0 providr • copy of chdr SdIer'. CcrdIIcaIe from theW home ~Ie.
A Prenuum of 10M ";U be .pplicd to all property .aid &0 be ~ by the buyer u part of the purchase pnoe.

catered by the Elks

F.O.BAILEY
ANTIQUARIANS

141 Middle Street
Port1and, Maine 04101
(207) 774-1479 or 774-1470
FAX (207) 774-7914

fULL COLOR

PHOTO-TEES
~~

)
Images

blown up
to size .
All pholos retumed.

$1 6~~ume

pricing available

100% Cotton T's

p~ry€fi~I€[)IM~9~'QQb911,9.Qe.!€§
Market Street (next to the Oyster Club) Old Port, Portland. 774-445

BUSINESS CARDS
£~if;Ji~~i.~1 SERVICE DIRECTORY I.~jc~:-:~\~;~\S:')/f/
RESIDENTIAL Asphalt
& Fiberglass
Shmgles
ROOFING & Roof Restoration
REM ODLIN G ~=:;:terior
Fully Insured • Free Estimates. 774-5153

COR P 0 RAT

ION

CERT I FIED CONSULTANTS

Start using the
most popular time
and billing system
ever created.

Hidden Image
Mythical, Imaginative, Fanciful
Harukr't"ed Mask.
Ann Le.!ine

-
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deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775-6601
person to person
DWM,
34,
MusieianlWrilerlOeslgneriRomanl
ie. Enjoys walks, lalks, good food,
Iravel, biking, frisbee, pounding
nails, splilling wood and louching.
Seeks NS posilive, crealive DWF
or SWF 25-40 who's nol afraid 10
dream. You're semi-domeslic. You
appreciale di~ roads, smalilowns,
sky scrapers and all nighl cafes.
You're willing 10 work hard. You
set a kick out of Ihe simple things
In life and you yearn for a mutually
supportive, well-rounded, loving
relalionship_ Write and tell me
about yourself. Please send photo
and phone. CBW Bex 354
LONELY SKI NUT would like 10
meet Snow Bunny to help me
Ihrough the hOi summer months. I'm
a DWM, 36, non-sm oker, not
unallractive wilh no kids. I also
enjoy motorcycles, camping, hiking
and the beach. I love to dance, 10
rock and roll. I'm nol Into rap,
smokers or the ber-scene_ Letter
and photo appreciated. Write PO
Bex 123, So. Windham ME, 04082
YOU ARE A S/D/MWF, 25-45,
heighl and weight proportionate.
seeking to be you! rm a MWM, 43,
6', t80, the same. Lers be intimate
friends. I'm muscular in build,
handsome, soositive, sensuous, sexy,
understanding, kind, gentle,
allentive. honest, in need of a
woman who Will explore and trust.
Discretion
assu red.
Phone/address. Tell me about you.
CBW Bex 351 TPL 22239
TIRED OF LOOKING for Mr_
Right and finding Mr. Wrong? Look
no fu~her. Attraclive SWM 27,
who enjoys music, moVies, sunselS,
walks on the beach and quiet
romantic evenings. Sound good to
you? If you are a SWF 25-29,
attraclive, let me hear from you
and we'll let the good times begin.
CBW Bex 353 TPL 22240

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
3 SWEATY. SMEllY. SEXY and exhausted
restaurant babes (girls) looking for 3 hot
dishes to wait on us, massage our feet,
legs and backs, and listen to us bitch.
Ages 15-50 please respond w~h favorite
reCipe, photo and scariest restaurant
nightmare. CBW Box 361
If you ha\le pIaoed an ad in the Casoo Bay weekly
personals. yolX ad is aJbnati::aIy enilred n the
PERSONAL OF THE WEEK conlBsl We Ire Iooki1g
i:lr ad; thai a-e aea!iw, witty and fun.
Wrrers wiI rerei.le their Id<s1s n the maio

DESPERATELY SEEKING Jenna
(SWF 26, 5'8" F-PORT) Great
Sensahumal I was intrigued but
your eddress fails to work- if you
still with to study together, leave a
message or write again CBW Box
365 TPL 22242
ARE YOU LOOKING for someone
special 10 klve and share deepest
feelings with? Do you want the
trust and mutual caring of a
committed,
monogamous
relationship? Are you willing 10
take risks to change and grow? Do
you enjoy cuddling, backrubs,
romance, laughter, and the
YOUNG 21 YEAR OLD BI-sexual outdoors? If so, please write to
male look for same t 8-25 for fun llis sensitive, hones~ sensual SWM,
and possible relationship_ I'm 26, I'm the one for youl PO Bex
outgoing, and energetic, have 325, Freepon, ME 04032
blonde half, blue eyes, built just SWM 31 PHOTOGENIC ... I got
right for that right persons_ No your letter and it couldn't have
fats, druggies, fems. Write soon been bener. Your pretty dress of
with photo if possible. Hope to red went right to my head_ My
hear from you, especially John from letter to you gol returned 10
Gray who goes 10 USM in hiS S-10 sender? You've got a Rolei and I've
Chevy Pick-up, please write. CBW got a phone. So send me your
Bex 356
phone •. caw Bex 355

FUN LOVING FEMALE, 40's.
Seeking non smoking male pa~ner
for ballroom dance cfasses in the
Fall. Box 134, 202 US Route I,
Falmoulh, ME 04105
SWM I'M intelligent, worldly,
sincere, good-looking, supportive, I
enjoy nature, close friendships,
romance, intimate talks, fitness.
You have same qUalitieS, 25-30,
pretty, enjoy close one on one
relationships with lots of cuddling,
romance, and friendship and a
soose of humor. Please respond, you
won't regret it. Phone and photo
greatly apprecialed. CBW Bex
367
WELL-READ SWM 26 seeks
extraordinary woman for
extraordinary relationship. I enjoy
great conversatIOn, politICS, lravel
and the outdoors. I have a strong
sense of adventure. I need a woman
who can provide Ihe sparkle, Wit
and romance my life needs and
offer the same in return. CBW Bex
348

WANTED FOR SAFE, fresh fun. 2
young. bright women to jOin 2 young
bright men who are available for
Casco Bay boaling and other
playful adventure. Calilhe TPL line
now for spontaneous outing
informalion.this one's well worth
the 95¢!I TPL 22235
DECIDEDLY DOWNSCALE SWM
desperalely seeks slender, friendly
and affectlonale F 25-35 who
prefers having a serious good time
10 social climbing. I'm 31. 5'9",
180100, have blond hoor, green eyes
and the desire to meet someone
spec ial. How about you?
Phone/photo please to CBW Box
346 TPL 22238
DWM BUSINESS man, 39, seeks
female companion for funfilled
acriviues such as camping, fishing,
canoeing, beach, movies, theater,
darOJg. bowling, music and cooking.
Also should be able to lay beck and
relax with book, tv or talk near
fireplace , etc_ Country setting
near Po~land . Attractive. high
personal hygiene and a strong
posillve attitude a must. All repl ies
answered. Send pholO . CBW Box
341
SWM, 24, semi-professional, nice
average guy' with average looks
(Hey, I don t mind the truth) . My
Interesls include, reading the
classics, listening 10 and collec1ing
'different types . of music,
anemptir. to fly flghler kites,
photogra Ing bIIs and pieces 01
Portlan, fighting with my
personal computer and so on. td ilke
to meet a fun-loving, Inlelligent,
petite, atlractive SF 20-30 lor
fun and games, f"endshlp and
maybe a httfe romMCe. Send me an
interesting letter, a pholo and
inJroduce yourself. CBW Box 344
IT'S MY 35TH bi~day l and I am
looking lor a card from you. SWM
5"10- 175100, seeking someone who
enloys exploring the unusual
portIOns of our intellect, dancing
and sharing a tub while reading the
Sunday Papers. Chem-free, happy,
open, slightly off-balance. CBW
Bex 359 TPL 22242

SWM 23, DECENT looking, seeks
adventurous, fun-loving gl~ who
likes to Iravel and have good times.
Photo and phone please PO Bex
2022, W. Scarborough, ME 04074

SWF, 51, WANTS fnendshlp ana
companionship, either male or
female_ Should enjoy walking.
particularly on the beach, read ing.
book discussior6, plays rooYies, etaS(
listening music concerts. Nonsmoker preferred _CBW Bex 362

DWF, 40, ATTRACTIVE, busy,
wishes to meet attractive, aClive,
busy SIOWM 38-47, wilh kids or
like them, who has grown from his
divorce and/or life experiences.
Displaced cily person or traveller
in culture shock, who can lead when
OLD HAD (37) Sick of life in
dancing a plus I I like people, walks,
realily, great fan of cats, Star
MALE
ARTIST working out, mowing Ihe lawn,
Trek, Dr. Who, recreational YOUNG
shOPPIng. John Irving, Ursula Le concentrating on the male fi9ure in movies, music, cookmg, SUits and
Guin and Stephen Lawhead novels. M seeks Ihe same for reciprocal suspenders, leather iackels and
Fading last from lack of witty modeling, critiques and exchanging jeans, painting, sunsels, pets,
(male) comparuonship. Would like III ideas. Enclose a self-description lalking on the phone and time to be
alonel caw Box 363
be cast in my own fanlasylSci Fi and slide of worlt caw Bex 356
work of art instead of liVing it
viciously - your Merl in to my
Morgaln.? You must be single
(ABSOLUTELY) and able 10
withsland an independent
outspoken woman who is also
vulnerable. Uke 10 dance (espec~1y
ballroom)
among
olher
nonthreatening fantasy things.
Nalionality not imporlant (variely
is the SPIce), Aussies and Inshmen
answered first, Thor look alikes
second, etc, etc PO Box 9715980, Po~land, ME 04104

TALKING
PERS@NAL

HANDSOME, WelL-BUILT,
Intelligent GWM, 41. All aklne on
125 beautiful acres 45 minutes
west of Portland. Seeks serious,
attractive guy, same age or
younger, 10 share it all, either as
live-in or frequent viSitor CBW
Bex 366
CARA, MY VENUS. Through cool
COrridors and soft IJghts we
plunged beck into the City of Rome
and explored our favorile spots.
Let us undress the Homers
togelher--third floor, Po~land
Museum of M, 4 pm. Sabalo. Saci.
Bi-SEXUAL, MARRIED woman
seeking female companion for
intimate get-togethers. Honesty a
plus. Will answer aiL Please wnte
po Box 524, Scarborough, ME,
04074
MWM
47,
MATE is
uncommunlC8tive and UlVesponsive.
Seeking female with same fl\'oblem.
For coffee and conversatIOn and
more? Discretion a musl Smoker
and age, no problem. CBW Bex
360

DANCE PARTNER WANTED for
38 year old man. Cou~us. Should SWM 37 looking to meet women
w9lQh less than 130100, max height for friendship only. I enjoy a1llypes
of music, walks on !he beach, travel,
5'6" CBW Bex 357
reading, the arts, nature and
spo~ . CBW Bex 364

With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you C2n not only read the personals, you can also
listen to them and leave a message of your own!
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to
find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can
leave an outgOing message so th2t others can hear
and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the TaIklng Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:
I Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any louchlone phone.
Each call costs 95< per minute, billed to your phone.
2 When the ma.chine answers, dial access ccde 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the ,,[PL" number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to
4. Listen to the recorded message· , and leave
your response if you wish.
All calls are screened. Ob5Cene messages wiu be deleted.
-Person-to-Person advertisers may choose not to
leave an outgoing melin-ge.
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Compatibles

I
Gay Matching!
.l!.!l1il!.l:!l.;J~:r 800-633-6969

"The Dating Service That Cares"

You've seen me on Donahue and U_S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not jusl another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Calf for a free

consultation.

767-1366
Portland

783-1500
Auburn

Always imitated but never equaled.

D1IE.:e!l!:s~!!2v~E
24 Hour Service

'9 1..900.. 226.. 2003
d 1..900 .. 988 ..3135
d 1..900 ..988 ..3139
9 1..900.. 226.. 2007
cJ 1..900 .. 988 ..3136
t§; 1..900 .. 226 .. 2004
"CJ;> 1..900 .. 226.. 2006
cJ 1..900 ..988 ..3137
Q 1..900.. 226..2005
c1' 1.. 900 .. 988 ..3138

biz services
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE! In
order to expend our residential
program the Maybe Someday
Bookstore will be observing new
hours_ 1 to 6 Monday thru
Saturday or by appointment. 195
Congress St. on Munjoy Hill,
between Levinsky's and The Whole
Grocer_ 773-3275

GROUP FOR DIVORCING
Adults- 8 week counseling group
led by Diane Paige, MA. Tenlative
beginning date is Wednesday,
September 26, from 6:00 to 7:30
pm. Call 828-0526 for more
Information.
MAlE COLLEGE STUDENTS 10
!fI9 30 make some spend;-g money.
SlIlgle white male wanlS rub down
weeldy at my private pad or I can
travel. Discreet and confidential
only_ Send best way to conlact.
Write 10 CBW Bex 210
WHOLE FOODS Cooking Classes
for folks in transition., a balanced
vegetarian eating style. Seplember
10, 17 and 24. 6-8 pm_3 sessions$45 for all 3_ Call 774-8889 for
more information or registralion.
LESBIAN COUNSELING group.
A weekly counseling group for
women who wish to explore
themselves more fully. Group will
begin Tuesday, September 11 at
5:30pm at 232 SI. John St,
Portland. Cost is $70/month_
Group will be co-led by 2
therapists_ For more information,
please call 775-7927 and leave
message.
Conlidentielity
respected_

MEN AND WOMEN. People Who
Love Too Much or Are Not Loved
Enough, a twelve week, cofacililated therapy group. For
more informat\Ol1 call Waite Maclin
773-1314 Sarah J. euney 8719256_
SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women : Exchange faligue and
thought addidions for energy and
self-esleem, through use of
relaxation, meditation, and psychic
direction I Weeltly meetings. Call
Carole Curran, Director 8710032.

BODY MASSAGE Enrich your life
throlJ!jh the benefits of maSS8!le.
NOUrish yourself by imprOVIng
circulation, detoxification,
increasing body awareness and
relaxing your body/mind. Call
Pamela Richards Ms T. at 7756636

IN TOWN COUNSELING CENTER
Treaunent ror Addictions, ACOA Issues, and Co-dependency
Individuals, Groups and Couples

Led by

September 8, 1990
9 am-4 pm
A POSITIV~AFARMING
USEFUL PERIENCE
For brochure Ind infonnllion
call 773-1314

Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096
Licensed Substance: Abuse Counselor

4n Congress Street· Portland, ME 04101

REAIlIY THERAPY

MS. BAXTER

certlfied therapist

personal growth. grief
depression • addictions

Spiritual Reader and Advisor
on all problems of life
Worrtet4 troublet4 sick, cotlfuset4 baving
family dtfficu1t1es or separatedfrom
loved ones?
No problem too big or too small
that I cannot help with.

1-800-327-1126
Free psychic
Guaranteed
reading by phone
results

WAY OF WOMEN
2

Brooke Alexander, M. Div.
Pastoral Counselor
Trealment for addictions and co-<lependency
Help with self-alienalion and shame
Individuals, couples and groups

781-5041

Groups beginning mld-S~ember

Psychotherapist
• Life rr""slllOll • ReUuimulrip AddicllOlls
• Self Est_I EfIIJ>ow~ • Gt4lded Rep""",'mg

871-9256
Groups starling soon,Womelf Survivors of lna.sl and ACXlA issues
Rehabilitation Consultant
48 Deering Street

YIKES CHEAP BIKES 2 Raleigh
Grand Prix 10 speeds. $75 each.
829-3409 leave message_

EARTH FLAG Think Gklbally, Fly
Locally
4 colors screened on
blue. ~ x S' nylon. $25ppd_, cotton 5 SKYLIGHT OR solarium
$15 ppd _ MAINE PEACE windows includi~ glass, screens,
CAMPAIGN, PO Box 3842, frames. Size 41 x 52" approx.
Po~land, ME, 14104 772.<J680
Excellent condition_ Ready to
inslall. Calf after 6pm for delails
839-2803

INSURED, EXPERIENCED, and
we stano behind our work.
Remodeling, interior, exterior, COLLEGE STUDENT with truck
painting, wallpapering. roofing, all available to do odd iobs and moving.
slyles of siding. Get it done riQht Very handy and can fix most
the first time. Our success IS anrthing. Experienced mover who
measured in customer satisfaclion. wil move you for less. 774-2159,
Call Dye's 283-4559 or 1-800- anytime
696-DYES
STORAGE FACILITY.
Near
BUSINESS OWNERS! "your DunSlan Corner. Safe, dry, secure
business has lots of pest due or storage. Lowest rates. Call
uncollectible accounts, MSI will between 9am.and 12noon. Cal Dan
coflect them lor you for under $22 883-6635
each I 761 9898

p
~
-

.,

775-1771

SM ITH-CORONA electronic
Iypewriter. Lt wg~ w/supplies,
$60- like new. 871-8606
MOVING: SOLID MAPLE drop
leaf table, $75, fishing gear,
antique pocket knives, hunting
knives, LL Bean hunting clothes, od
paintings, frames, glassware, 1000s,
Panasonic radios, new electronic
radiator, WWII clothing, men's
clothing , new auto battery
charQ9r, molorcycle leather pents
and J8cke~ adding machine and
more, priced to sa!, 879-0808
FREEZER 20 CU. FT upright,
Kenmore. Excenent condo $200 or
blo 799-4077

RENT A HUSBAND Ladies, I have
a limited number of openings.
Services include: painting,
yardwork, general household
maintenance, lifting, tugging and
hauling_ Call 879-7049 for
appointmenl References required.

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?

LErfER BY LErfER

coutlse{or. bYPIWtist, psychic

"•

by apPointment 8 7J -0032

\

success- personal and business

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP

RENT A WIFE Attention busy
executives. rm the person who can
take care of all your domestic
needs. I can take a few more dienlS:
cleening, laundry, shopping,
organization, cooking, errands, etc.
Call 879-7049 for appointment
References required.

Let us write lyrical, lucid, and letler-perfect personal
and business letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,
and messages to mark special occasions, too!

--------------------------- ,•
\
\

t
persollal developmetJI classes
\
,t - - -relaxation,
- - - _________
__ • ____
• _________
• ____ ._.1\
healillg.
nreditalkm,
psychiC

773-4772

1-800-827-8010

GETTING MARRIED?
NEED A SCHOOL, FAMILY OR BUSINESS PORTRAIT?
IIIc_ III• • alc.

Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732
THE AFFORDABLE CHOICE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

We are pleased ID announce the opentng of

"THE ACCELERATOR-

ANEW

Loan Accelerator
System

CO-DEPENDENCY/INNER-CHllD
TREATMENT PROGRAM
for adults from dysfunctionalfamUies

• • •

• • •

9-month, 3-stage program offering
education and insight groups,
experiential therapy, and exploration
of ament-life problems.
People who have already begun their
recovery work are welcome to apply for
experiential and current-life groups.
Stage One group begins in September.

• • • • • • •

Barbara L Wilson BSR

READY TO FLY I Red Hawk
Ultralight, enclosed cockpit, push
button star~ full aerilons and
flaps. On wheels, with floats_
$6500 or blo. Catamaran wi., new
trampoline and ",lIerreefing jib.
$900_ 799-4305

Our 180 hour Pollrity Therapy
Cartificatioa Program meets
one weekend a month for 7
months, beginning Oc1ober.
The ~ram covers afl aspects
of po 'Iy therapy with an
emphasis on personal
transformation.

ASTROLOGY READINGS
Scarborough, Maine
883-9255

•

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah). Bulley, LCSW

Portland, ME

FINANCiAl
"OR
Administrative Services_ I'm
available part-time for ongoing
work or a speciaf project. Example:
Keeping books for small company or
helping individuals with financial
records. Self-starter. 766·5655

aaalcltons • deatb-dyrng • healmg • spfntuai

circle of women we shall reclaim our feminine
history and create an experience of deep and personal
cormec:t.ion with the divine woman within. Class limited
to six people. StaJ'lS mid-5eptember_ Call 799-4927 for
brochure.
Kahleen McKuai, MA.p!!,(lan-basecJ Therapy for Women
As

Poiarily Therapy is the healing
science of afigni:C; living
ene~ fJefds of the
. It is the
he Ing art of r~nizing and
working with the life force to
bring abouth the highest level of
darity, inner truth, and vilaJily.

Approved by Maine Dept_ Ed.
Nurse's CEUs. Member APR
ABMP affiliatsd schooL Please
call for information_

iJarlJ",.,. 774-8149
LtH1Il1ftberx-lr"'''''.Y. M.A.

Ed Chanin

772-8332 or (508) 356-9376

PERSONAL ERRAND Service for
busy people_ Grocery shopping,
laundry, light housekeeping, rides,
meal prep., etc. Excellent
References, reasonable rates_Call
Joanne 856-6042

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Scarborough, Maine

C. WAITE MACLIN

stuff for sale

e_

INTRODUCTORY
MYERS BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR
WORKSHOP
M.DIV.

WOMEN'S THERAPY GROUP
focusing on cultural roles,
oodependency and adult child
issues. Mondays from 6:00-7:30
pm. Tentalive beginning dale is
September 24, 1990. Call Jane
McCarthy, LCSW at 775-2233 or
Diane Paige, MA al 82~26

CD PLAYER with programming
and memory features $100_
Perfect conditIOn. Originally $500.
Call ~722 leave message_

FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1..800..388.. 8274
$5 er min. (3 min. program)

".

MYTHIC ASTROLOGY. Full-day
dasses on Peaks 16land, August 0Ild
September. Personal Myth Groups
forming in Portland, ME and
Portsmouth, NH in Se~tember.
Explore, discover your Personal
Mythology. Wendy Ashley .
Information call 766-5108

MOVING MUST SELL 12 speed
Fuji !:ike in great oondition, asking
$175_ m.o718, leave message.

dating services
I

SINGLE MALE 40's, tall, athlelc,
handsome, learning sensuous
massage needs subjects for
practice. Prefer women orcouple
but will consider males. Relax, enjoy,
No Fee. caw Box 211

2S

For more tnformation or 10
schedule an assessment tnterotew
Don Kent, lSAC 871-0100
Betsy Hood, MA, lSAC 775-6435

EARLY DEADLINE
for all
Classified Ads
Friday. August 31
5pm

Enjoy your
Labor Day
Weekend!!

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601

HAVE A
PERSONAUZED
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

CREATED FOR
YOUlt FAVORrrE
CROSSWORD
ENTHUSIASJ'

• substanliallntercst
savings
• shorter loan term
• no qualifications
• no refinancing CDSts

Call Mark S. Hider

772"1512

.. BIRTHDAYS

.. ANNNERSARIES
"WEDDINGS

FREE FREE FREE

CAlL 772-4344

Junk car and truck removal
Any condition
car carrier available

GREAT FOR BUSINESS
PROM as AND
NEWSLETTERS

CALL 174-0268

BAR OF SOAP
PUB
LAUNDRY

28 Milk Street
$1 Draft
Proprietor
Mark
"Unarmed"

H
I

Tom &Jerry's
Car Wash
HAND WASH
IS BACK
RV's, Trucks & Vans
welcome
Bradlee's
Shopping Center
Westbrook
Monday to Satunlay 8-5

D

E
R

RATES & FINE PRINT
RATES

M~g~

__________________________________________________________________

Name ____________________________________________ Category __________________
Address

Total Number of Weeks __________________

City, Zip

Basic Rate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Phone (days)I_____________ (eves)__________ + Extra WDrdS at _ ¢ Each __________________
CBW Box $5.00/Wk ____________
Complete payment must accompany all advertising,
NO REFUNDS, There is a $10 charge for all
returned checks_
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casca Bay Weekly
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
Pbrtland, ME 04102
MDnday-Friday 9 to 5
or call n5"6601

Talking Personal Line _ _ _N_o_C
__
ha_r-"g_e___
Check One yuO noO
COST PER WEEK _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MuHiply cost by number
of weeks ad will run ___________
TOTAL DUE _____--'-_ _ __

o Check or Money Order enclosed
Card'

o VISA
Exp. date

0 MasterCard

All charges Ire per week.
IndIVidual

8uslness

$ 7_00
Up 10 30 words
9_00
31-45 words
46-60 wonls
11_00
Each additional wonl
after 60
.15

$ 9_00
11.00
13_00
"20

DEADUNES
Monday ROOR forTlumlay's_spaper.

POUCY
caw willlClt print Ids tllal seek to .yor sell S8lull services
lar JIIoney or goods, or adswith I-"ely semll content. caw will
IIOt print Iullnma, slreellddresses, or phone numbels in file
PERSON TO PERSON section. PERSOII TO PERSON Idwrtisell
must eiiherpnwide I Posl Ollice aOlllllm'er In their ad orvselhll
caw 801l Service. All inlomltion concanti", PERSON TO PERSON
Idnnisell is kepi slricliy confidential. caw resenes fhe right 10
call,Orilll, raluse or adit ads ~uelo inaflPlOllrillt content,etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?
Awor41s consideIM' won! WheR Mlin Il[IIce oillolh sides_
Aphone 111m... is one Wid. Pllcllllliol is Ina.

ERRORS

II,

caw sill II 101 lie liI'le lor
typogfllllicalenoll, OJllissions,
or cIIIlla it tlll • ..-. ~o 10I1fect file YI~' or colluf of
1111 a4 or IIbstalllillly clllllglllhII_.iII.

REFUNDS

Clallifie4llds 118 .c ........

ria"e_us_ ....lIIIi... .

elM" will III issHd .... 1

-

26
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roommates
PEAKS ISLAND- exceptional 10
room antique Cape. 4BR
fireplaces, furnished, appliances
and wid and dishwasher. No
smoking. Avail. 919190 unhl sold.
$775 + utlls 766·5722

PROFESSIONAL,
EASYGOING 25 yr old Female and cute
cat seek Similar person to share
comfortable, 2 floor apt With porch
Intown Portland. $225/month +
1/2 utils. 773-8728 or 761·5974

by Lynda Barry

NIS TO SHARE $225 per month,
utils included. Deposit required.
934· 7962. 2 mllGs from beach in
OOB. 15 minutes from Intown
Portland.

ATTENTION ROOMMATES 5BR
furnished home In OOB. Avail. Sept
to June $700lmonth heated. 7744810

po "(OU AGREE WITH TI-\E \DEA Tf-1.AT If
SOM\:ONE WORSHIPS '<0\,\ THEtj A/tE
AVTOMAnc.ALLI;/

.OK· 1r \S.. LAH AT NIGl'Ii. OK. OK. OEA\t

ARTIST'S STUDIO
announces several

OPENINGS
from $100 a month all
Inclusive. We even have
several bay view suites
available. 24 hour access,
no hidden costs. A
building totally cievotod
to tho visual arts.

Jesvs.

PleASE Pt~A5E O£AIt JESUS,
LAMS Of GOD. I AM ~~R.IO\A$LY PRA~ING.
, AM SERIOVSt.'::1 PRA",<ING TO YoU NOW.
"Hf~E'5 QIJEST10NS I NEED TO AsK.
PLEAsE No oFF£NSf, 1 AM SINCERe,

0"
'/ ~
-!ff

-

RESERVE for
September or move
in todayll

SVpERIOR? I DON'T MeAN

TO GO AROVND BUSTING youp- CO~CEPTS
BuT ISN'T Tt-\AT SEMI-CONCEITEO '1
AI,.So, WHAT ABOUT ~QUALIT~?
No OFFENS E BUT WHAT AS wf RfSPEc.TiIv'G
orHE"~ p~o PLES <,PINIONS LI KE" TI-tE
OlffEP-I:NT DR,VMMER?

___'-\)
\)

~1IT\\~
~
~.

IN MY ONE WA.., yot!r\-\ GROVP I HAVE HEARD
Ati{)$E€N VER~ CRvDf)!1 THtN'6S.COL.D-

IBLOODfD .JUDGEMENTS ON PEoPLE. I
R.EAD THAi YovR. MAIN THING IS DON'T
.rVDG E SUT IT SEEMS ~IKe THAT'S ALL
YOUR Wof<SHlppeRS O(). yov KNOW I
WOVL{) GET JVD6e-MENIS ON Mel F
THf.~ KNEW r WAS ASKING THI~ ,

IF You CAN RU,LLY SEE INTO /Yolj /-I~4Ri
THEN Yo!) KNOW I DON" FeEL YOIA IN
THERE _ Nor LIKE WE':l SA~ IT FEELS' ltv
ONE WAY, LIKe psycH~DE"l\C 3-D. lHE;~
SA'< ITS B~CAlASc I'M t-Iot.DI/'JG ON TO SIN.
BVT WHAT SIN? I HAVE BEEN WAniNG

FoR YOUR ANSWER.

Sept_ - May

NIS PROF . FEMALE to share
2BR condo off Washington Ave.
WID hook·up, deck. $350 + 112
utils. 770-6283 days. 878·5468
nights

for sale
SOUTH PORTLAND BY owner
3BR ranch, with living room, dining
room, bath and kitchen. Completely
updated. On busline, close to
schools and beaches. $117,M. Call
799·1826

ABSOLUTELEY BEAUTIFUL
healthy fun·loving FREE kinens.
775·0866

bulletin board
t ••

WANTED: FEMALE RUGBY
players. New Portland club
forming. No previous rugby
experience necessary. Call
Rosedanie at 772·5630.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a
commerciel jet for no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH® 212·8642000

lost & found
LOST: CAIRN TERRIER female,
tan. Sedly missed by her 13 year
old owner. Lost 817 on Rt 231 in
No. Yarmouth 829-5830

learning

NURSERY
SCHOOL

NOW! DROP-IN CARE
(preregistral ion necessary)

ages 2112-7

We are located in the beautifully restored lormer
Cummings School w~h an adjacent new playground. We
provide a secure, nurturing env~onmenl which
stimulates children's nalural development

SMART PARENTS

1980 FIESTA Very dependable,

~

8636

Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an
energetic Oassified Sales!""""n to join our team.
We are looking for a creative self-starter to
aggressively sell classified display and line advertising as well as handle a variety of other duties. You
must be organized and possess excellent interpersonal and telephone skills. While primarily a
telemarketing position, some administrative duties
are reqUired. Familiarity with Macintosh computers
a plus.
This position pays a base salary plus commission
and benefits.
If you are an enthusiastic team player plea"", send
resume and letter detailing why you would like to
work for Casco Bay Weekly to:

1988 FORD RANGER PU, derlt

CoscoBov
VVEEKLV

All power. AMlFM cassette. Great
carl $6900 773-6830

red, 12,M miles, exc. oond. Radio,
bedliner, bumpers, $5400. 839·
6577, keep trying.
1980 SAAa 900 GLE, 4-d,
southern car with 87,000 milGs,
automatic, cold alc, new sticker.
Must sell quick, $2750 or best
offer. 767·2530

Light up
some
your life Set
sparks

1983 SAAB 900 Exc. condo No
rust, new steel radials, well·
maintained. 103k miles. Great buy.
$2800. Call 772·1060

Burn up the
town with a
new flame

86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD

187 Oark Street, Portiand' ME 04102
" Attn:Holly Lynn, Advertising Saies Manager

know that from ages 2 1/2 through 6,
children have a tremendous thirst for
knowledge. What they learn- and whereis critical at this early age. We have a few
remaining openings for the school year,
starting Sept. 10.
Please call for details

RENT THIS SPACE

Bright Beginnings Montessori School
14 Locust Street, Portland, ME
772-2833

-

HOT SUMMER

Call 775-6601 for more details

Take out a Person-to·Person
ad and take out someone new!!

Ask about the introductory special
for new advertisers!!

a non-profit, parent-run school

af1re

Make it a
Call 775-6601 for more information

CAPE ELIZABETH Maiden Cove
area. MIF to share half duplex with
beach access. $317/month + 1/3
utils. Call Steve or Eric at 7996472

I'M LOOKING FOR a housemate,
preferably another woman, semi·
vegetanan, to share sunny, 2BR
apt In West End. Large yard and
storage space. House garden.
$275lmonth + 112 utlls. Cal 879·
7019

766-2981

STRANDED! I am a beautM long·
haired male cat, 2·something rears
old. My owners IGft me bahlnd Call
me at 874-6649 if you have a home
forme.

ROOMMATE, M/F,NIS no pets,
to share sunny, clean 2BR West
End apt, short walk to intown: olfstreet parking, fireplace, storage,
Wid, private back porch, $325·
350, negotiable. Sec. dep... Utlls
and cable included + tel. AV8J1. 911775-1034 a!;o, phone machine

1982 SUBARU GL4WD Wagon.
Parts car. Body rusted but runs
well, many good parts and
accessories. $300 or best offer.
799-2116

r CLASSIFIED SALESPERSON

AFTER KINDERGARTEN
CAR E(transportation
Ful, Part-time
Flexible Schedules

COMMUNIQUES IS looking for
an enerQetic, self-motivated, funlovin~ Individual with retail
expenence to fill a permanent p-t
position. Apply in person to 3
Moulton St, Portland

MEET
YOUR MATCH

e:=atlifltlifltlifltlifltlifltlifltlifltlifltlifl~~~tIifltlifltlifll:lllll\ excellent condition. $550 871·

Conveniently locltad on RI g on the Falmoulh"'ortllnd line

provided from area schools)

1983 VOLKS. SCI ROCCO
sunroof skirack, am~m cassette.
Red bI'ack leather interior. New
tiresil owner. 83,000 miles. Runs
perfectly· no problems. $3495
Moving out of state. Call anytime,
799-5916

SEEKING EXPERIENCED life·
models for ongoing life drawing
group. References required. caw
Box 209
A

A DEVELOPMENTAL DAY CARE

DAYCARE-

LOOKING FOR mature and loving
individual for childcare in our home.
Prefer NIS, socially and politically
liberal person who will commit
themselves to 10-20 hrsiwk
through May of 1991 . Call MaIory or
Michael at 892-4872

-

message

ASHMORE REALTY

animals

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share very nice 2BR townhouse in
Yarmouth Woods. Convenient
location, plowed parking, Wid,
disposal, t.5 bathS, small yard
faCing woods. $312.5O/month plus
reasonable utils. Avail. Sept 1. No
pats, no smokers. Otherwise, an
Equal Opportunity Roommate.
Please call Jean at 846-1024 and

OFFICE
ASSISTANT
responsible and reliable individual
needed in small Portland law firm
to direct incoming calls, manage
filing and do light typing. Nice
working environment and good
benefits. Send resume or lener of
interest to PO Box 1398,
Portland, Me 04 t 04

-

GORGEOUS, SUNNY large 3BR
apt. Hardwood floors, fireplace
and porch. Female looking for 1 or 2
roommales. $350 or $200 incs
heat. Call 772·3098. Leave

• 4BR on waler,
oil/wood $700.
• 3BR with view, el.e/wood
$475+
• 3BR great for family, oil
$550 + neg.
• 3 3BR with view, oil
$450; $575; $600

BY OWNER-PORTLAND. 2BR
ranch In great neighborhood. FHW
heat. Daylight basement with
expansion possibilities. Shrubbery.
Garden spot Deck and garage.
$90,000. Call 797·2179.

587 Ocean Ave
Portland, ME
775-0413

-Learning
Ihrough

MALE HAS 2BR apt, fully
furnished, heat inc. HBO, VCR, 15
min from Westbrook. MIF 892·
7122

LESBIAN NIS With 2 part·tlme
kids, seeking Ies~an to share large,
SUMY, comfortable house in CapSIC
St area. Beautiful , pnvate location,
gardens,
parkin g, . wi d.
$375lmonth Inc. utlls. Avail Sept 1.
774·5242

.'

PEAKS ISLAND
WINTER RENTALS

WORKSHOPS! Tell our 40,000
readers all about your upcoming
workshop Ill' listing it in Casco Bay
Weekly's Ctassifieds. Call 7756601 for more information.

eave rMSSage.

799-4759

ATTRACTIVE, QUIET, clean
room in West End Townhouse.
Available August 25th. Chemical
free environment. $300 month
includes all utlls except phone.
Secunty depoSit and references.
Call 775·5022 or 326·8810

SEPT. AFTERNOON session for
IAonlessori Pre-schooI available for
ages 3-7 years. A~ercare available
for children ages k-2nd grade WIth
hours 3-5:30. Flexible scheduling.
Call Casco Bay Montessori School.
440 Ocean St, So. Portland 7992.00.

play"

F NIS ROOMMATE wanted to
share East End apt wlprolGsslonal
F and 2 cats. Large, sunny apt
wlhardwood floors and porch.
$300 incl. heat and off·street
parking. GREAT PLACE 7612949

wheels

employment

childcare

roommates
SOUTH PORTLAND ClGan, 2BR
second floor, wid hook-up, qUiet
neighborhood, $500 /m onth,
securily, deposit, lease,
references. Call 767-4651
PORTLAND: 2BR, near USM and
MMC. Rehabbed, secure building
with Intercom. Heat and all utils
incll $550Imonlh + security. Call
856-0016 anybme.
PORTLAND 2-3BR hardwood
floors, decks , fully applianced,
working fireplace, 10 minutes walk
to MMC and USM. $65O/month +
utils. Secunty deposit. Call 874·
2448
USM/FESSENDEN St. lBR, eat·
in kitchen, sun porch, living room,
modern bath, oil heat, hw floors. No
pats. Avail now. $490 + utils. 761·
2595, messages returned.
EASTERN PROM area. A large
38R apt, living room, dining room,
kitchen, wid hook·up, $6501month
+ utils. 767·3833
GRAY Sf. SUNNY, large 2BR.
White wal ls, hardwood floors.
Garden and parking. $595/month
+ utils. Avail. Sept 1. 874·0990
NEAT M/F available Sept 2 share
sunny owner-occupied 4BR a~t
with 3 neat easy-going athlellc
outdoor type male profeSSionals.
Ages 30, 30, 29. OUiet Wood lords
neighborhood, off·street parking,
yard and wid. Rent $200 + 114
utils. 775·2563

IN TOWN recently renovated
VictOrian 1SR condo. Perlect for
single professional. Bay Window,
POTIERY LESSONS studio 132 pumpkin pine floors, pocket doors,
is already fIIlln~ up September fireplace with coal stove, Wid, roof
classes. Come join the fun. Monthly deck and storage space. Cats ok.
lee includes everything. Also clay $400 + utils. 878·3628
studio space starting at
$751month is available. 772·4334

QUIET F ROOMMATE wanted to
share house in Gorham. N/S offstreet parking, 2 baths, own room,
lots of land. $345 Inc. everything.
Call 775-6247 or 839·8t 56

MORE SPENDABLE INCOME
fNery month guaranteed I Almost
effortlessly gel patd for
something you already dol
Recorded 24 hour message rfNeals
details. Call 617-695·7251

WANT TO REACH 40,000 of
Greater Portland', most
interesting readers? Advertise
your business or service in Casco
Bay Weekly's growing Classifleds
section.

CHARMING, SUNNY , 2BR on
Brackett SI. near Danlorth.
Hardwood floors, clawfoot tub,
pantry off kitchen. Parking for 2
cars, wid hook·ups. Avail.
Immediately. $450lmonth + Uti Is.
Sec. dep. Call 772-7320, leave
SUNNY, 2BR ON 2 levels one block
from Eastern Prom . Attractive
building, hw floors, new appliances,
private yard With deck, extra
storage in basement, wid hook·up
and attic. Parking $645 + 879·
t634
EASTERN
PRO M AREA
wonderful loft apt, 2 BR, large
living area, fantastic views ,
parking. $575 + elec. 3BR. Huge
yard, parking, quiet neighborhood.
$650 + utils. 879·0432 or 772·
4334

LANDLORDS:
Leave the worries of renling
your apartment to us.

TENANTS:
Don't wasle time looking al
the wrong apt. We'll lind the
apt. that suits your needs.

OPEN 7 DAYS
775-2066

LARGE, MODERN, sunny 2·sby
apt In beautiful setting near USM
to share with prorl woman, 30's.
N/S. Laundry, patio, parking .
$325lmonth + tl2 uti Is. Avail.
8/15. Call 761·2060.

music lessons

wanted

GUITAR
LESSONS

RESPONSIBLE
PROFESSIONAL new to area
Wishes to housesit Sept 1 to June
1. References provided. Call 77.3371 evenings or leave message.

from punk.. to fu%

WANTED: QUALITY bamboo
trout flyrods, Edwards, Hawes,
Payne, Thomas, elc. Restorables
ok, if pnced accordingly. Hardy,
Mills trout fly reels, tackle
catalogues. Dwary, 629 Spencer
Circle, Spartanburg SC 29302

from 6e·6op to nip·fIop.,.

Jeff Weinberger

772-0208

See if you can clear things up.

Piazza del Colosseo
Place de I'Etoile
Champ de Mars
Parliament 5treet
Krasnaja Ploshchad

Agra

3RD ROOMMATE needed for
West End apt. Own room With
private bath and small
studlolstudy. $330/month + tl3
utlls. Deposit required. NIS. Call
after 5, weekdays. 773-0405

Nara
Chichen Itza
51. Louis
405 Lexington Ave.
Via Santa Maria
Financial District

PROF.
MALE SEEKING
roommates for large 2BR apt One
street over from USM. Must be
NlS. $312.50 includes utlls and
laundry. Nights 775·1365

LARGE, 2BR APT, Cape
Elizabeth, 1 block from beach.
Yard, . porch, storage, laundry
facilities, parking . New ly
renovated. Avail Sept 1. NIS F
preferred. $350/month tnc. all.
799·4734

NON-SMOKING M/F roommate
needed Sept 1 for split·level back
cove apt. $175 + 1/4 utils,
security depoSIt. 2 porches,
storage space, yard, progressive
atmosphere Call 761·5812.

PEAKS ISLAND- responsible,
nls, m~, to share spacious hous~ tn
lovely setting. Own room .~Ith
private bath. Many amenities.
$250/month + 1/2 utlls. 766·
2025. Leave message.

ROOMMATES WANTED to share
spacIous histonc bUilding In
Scarborough. 5BR, 3 modern
baths, new kitchen, fireplace,
garden , parking, storage.
Convenient to Portland, Turnpike
and beaches. $400lmo/share
includes all u:ils. Call 883-1 195

M/F WANTED to share 3BR apt.
1 block from Eastern Prom. Sunny,
hardwood fioors, parking .
$185/month + 1/3 utils. Call 8791817

Weveclouded several famous landmarks and provided clues 10 their
whereabouts below.

ROOMMATE WANTED South
Portland/Cape line .. Available
immediately. ResponSible female
preferred, to share 3BR apt. WID,
off street parking, minutes from
beach and Intown. $2OOimonth 1/3
utils 767·5817

HOUSEMATE WANTED ,on
Portland Busline. Parking , in
Northgate area. $55iweeKly +
CHEM/-FREE WF, NIS for large
utils. Call Sheila 797-60~ or work 18' x 30' sunny room in my home on
at 774·2666
Rt 88 in Yarmouth. Kitchen,
bathroom, laundry avail. Room has
MATURE
NON-SMOKING separate entrance, woodstove,
prof865iona1s, FJf.A wanled to share
choice of 2 locations: 4BR near storage and large closet. $390 Inc.
Back Cove or 3 BR at Little all 846·9038
Sebago Lake. $250-35OImonth.
FALMOUTH HOUSEMATE
774·7058.
wanted, NIS, MIf to share. BRl4
bath exec. home With 2 other
GRAD STUDENT seeks roommate profeSSIOnal people. Space Incl
to share beauliful sunny apt in deck, modern kitchen, garage, wid.
Portland near USM. Large yard,
Lovely decor, all amenlbes for $310
parking, storage. $315/month + + 1/3 ubls + heat (sec. dep. rec·d)
utlls. Avail. immediately. 772-1060. Call Brooke at 781·5041

~.

APT RENTAL
SPECIALISTS

LF LOOKING FOR LF or GM to
share 2BR apt close to USM. ~
rooms, parking. $275lmonth + 112
utils. Must be respons ible. No
drugslNo smokers. Call 874-4960

Cloud cover

EASY-GOING, responSible MlF
wanted to share beautiful, 10 room
Victorian home. Large, sunny,
unfurnished bedroom avail. Large
HOUSEMATE NEEDED Sept 1st. yard, deck, off-street parking ,
Looking for NIS MIF t> share qUiet near Deenng HS. $4OO1m0. Inc all.
house near ocean. WID, nice yard. 775-1658 leave message.
$400/month + uti Is. Call Don H:
767·4581 W: 883·3936

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. The
second prize winner receives a $15 gift
certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Drawings are done at random. Contestants
are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
mustbereceived by Wed., Aug. 29. The
solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the Sep. 6 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

1

2

4

5

Real Puzzle #34
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

Solution to Real Puzzle #32
Less than 20 percent of the readers
we surveyed figured out "Figures of
speech." The first word is "awry," not
"wary" or, heaven help you, ''Mary.''
1be words "orbital" and "obituary"
were constructed on the same letterorder principle.
The correct solutions:
J)

2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)
9)
10)
11)

12)

13)
14)

awry
ennui
circle
akimbo
obituary
blaze
eclair
ogling
orbital
muumuu
quinine
ridicule
ouija
azure

11
10
.. 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

12

FIrst prize goes to Am y Scheffler of

Cape Elizabeth. Second prize goes to
Joan Kirby of Scarborough. Go figure.

C>

1990 United Feature Syndicate.
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A MESSAGE FOR OUR FRIENDS WHO DRINK BEER.

Is it fair to balance
---.. . . r d

ers?

Talks are undelWay in Washington that threaten to result in a much higher federal
excise tax on beer. Thes taxes place an unfair burden on the working Americans
who enjoy beer. Here are a few key facts:

• CWTent proposals include a 400% increase in the cWTent tax.
• The price ofbeer would increase by more than $4.00 a case.
• 60% ofall beer is pwchased by Americans with annual household incomes of
$35,000 or less.
• Beer taxes have continued to rise. On average, state beer tax collections have
increased by more than 650% since 1951.
• The beer industry is a major purchaser ofagricultural produce and many other
goods and services. It employs hundreds ofthousands ofAmericans. A rruijor tax
increase will raise prices to a level which will cost thousands ofjobs in the brewing,
wholesale and retail industries.
If you share our concern about such unfair taxation, call1-800-33TAXES. Your
message will be sent to Congress by mgent letter within 48 hours. The call and letter
are free.
As one of America's 80 million beer drinkers, tell Congress you're willing to pay
your fair share of taxes, but enough is enough.

Tell them to can the beer tax.
-:7d~J/IlC/.

® ONE OF THE ANHEUSER·BUSCH COMPANIES

